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CDP is one of three reporting platforms supporting the Compact of Mayors, which has now merged 
with the EU’s Covenant of Mayors to create the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy. 
The Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy is the largest and first-of-its-kind global 
coalition of cities committed to climate leadership, building on the commitments of more than 7,100 
cities. 
 
The new Global Covenant of Mayors (GCoM) will be the world’s largest coalition of mayors promoting 
and supporting voluntary action to combat climate change and move to a low-carbon economy .The 
Global Covenant of Mayors’ questions can be found here, and are also available integrated in the 
CDP Cities 2017 Information Request. 
 
Background 
The Covenant of Mayors was launched in 2008 by the European Union after the adoption of the 2020 
European Union Climate and Energy Package. The Compact of Mayors was launched in September 
2014 by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Cities and 
Climate Change Michael R. Bloomberg and mayors from global city networks C40, ICLEI and UCLG. 
 
/!\ Any mention of the “Compact of Mayors requirements” or the “Global Covenant of Mayors 
requirements” in this guidance document refers to the original Compact of Mayors requirements 
which are detailed in the Compact of Mayors’ Definition of Compliance. The merger of the Compact 
of Mayors and the Covenant of Mayors does not affect your current commitment to the Compact, the 
requirements for compliance are still the same. 
 
 

 
 

 

Contact 

If you are experiencing any issues with the online questionnaire or if you have any questions, please 

contact us at cities@cdp.net.  

 

 

 

  

https://www.compactofmayors.org/globalcovenantofmayors/
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/013/original/2017_CDP_Cities_Compact_of_Mayors_Information_Request.pdf?1483440533
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/212/original/2017_CDP_Cities_Information_Request.pdf?1483440665
https://data.bloomberglp.com/mayors/sites/14/2015/06/Compact-of-Mayors_Definition-of-compliance-082415.pdf
mailto:cities@cdp.net
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Meeting the requirements and achieving compliance 
Please note that the merger of the Compact of Mayors and the Covenant of Mayors does not affect your current 

commitment to the Compact of Mayors, the requirements for compliance are still the same. Reporting your 

progress every year by completing the Global Covenant of Mayors (GCoM) questionnaire is a requirement. 

However, please note that completing all of the GCoM questions does not guarantee compliance. 

To check the compliance requirements and get detailed explanations on how to earn each sub-badge and 
achieve compliance, please read the Compact’s Definition of Compliance document. 
 
You will also find ‘requirements’ sections throughout this guidance document explaining the criteria to be met in 

order for a city to reach compliance within three years of joining the Compact.  

 

4 phases of the Compact 

 
 

Compact of Mayors sub-badges  
Cities will be recognized for meeting each step by earning the corresponding sub-badge.  

https://data.bloomberglp.com/mayors/sites/14/2015/06/Compact-of-Mayors_Definition-of-compliance-082415.pdf
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Reporting your Global Covenant of Mayors data 
 
In 2017, you will have two options to report your Global Covenant of Mayors data through CDP. The 
two options are detailed in question M0.0 on the Introduction page. Question M0.0 asks whether you 
“would like CDP to use the responses provided in the main CDP questionnaire as your city's 
submission to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy?” 
  

1. Reporting through the main questionnaire  
If you select "Yes - use my main CDP response as my submission to the Global Covenant 
(Compact of Mayors)" to question M0.0, CDP will use the data provided in your main response as 
your public submission to the Global Covenant of Mayors. 
 
Choosing this option means that the Global Covenant of Mayors module in your questionnaire will 
not contain any questions. All of the GCoM data will be extracted from your main CDP 
questionnaire. The questions corresponding to Global Covenant of Mayors reporting are 
highlighted in blue throughout the questionnaire and are easy to identify. 
 
You will be able to make changes to your response after submission by emailing the CDP team 
your updates. 
 

2. Reporting through the Global Covenant module 
If you select "No - I would like to continue responding in the Global Covenant (Compact of Mayors) 
module" to question M0.0, you will be able to copy your existing answers into the Global Covenant 
module, and update the data before submitting.  
 
Choosing this option means that you will have to complete all questions in the Global Covenant of 
Mayors module. You will be able to use the copy function to copy your answers from the CDP 
questionnaire into the module.  
 
Please note that 4 additional questions specific to the Global Covenant will appear in the module 
(M0.1, M1.6b, M2.3b, M3.1b). 
 

 
2017 timeline & deadlines 
The 2017 timeline for Global Covenant reporting through CDP is as follows: 
 

February 2017 Opening of the CDP questionnaire 2017 

17 March 2017 ‘Response check’ eligibility deadline 

28 April 2017 Submission deadline for CDP reporting 

28 July 2017 Submission deadline for Global Covenant of Mayors reporting 

 
 
Submission 
When submitting your GCoM data, whether through the main CDP questionnaire or through the 
GCoM module, please return to the questionnaire Home page, check the box next to the "Submit 
Global Covenant module" and click Submit.  
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Corresponding questions: CDP questionnaire – GCoM module  
The Global Covenant of Mayors questionnaire is comprised of 25 questions. These questions can be answered 
directly inside the CDP questionnaire or in the separate GCoM module. 
 
If reporting through the separate GCoM module, please click the “Copy from last year” button on each page. 
This function will copy your response from the CDP questionnaire into the module and will save you time. 
Please note that attachments do not copy over, and will need to be re-attached to each question. 

 
GCoM module question # Copies from CDP question # Re-attach document? 

COM Overview 

M0.1 - Yes 

M0.2 0.1  

M0.3 0.5 columns 1-4  

M0.4 0.6 columns 1-4  

M0.5 0.7 column 2  

M0.6 0.3 columns 1-5  

M0.7 0.4 columns 1-4  

COM Emissions Inventory 

M1.0 C1.0  

M1.1 C1.1  

M1.2 C1.2 column 1  

M1.4 -  

M1.4a -  

M1.5 C1.9a  

M1.5a C1.9b Yes 

COM Emissions Reduction 

M1.6 7.0  

M1.6a 7.0a columns 1, 2 and 4 Yes 

M1.6b -  

M1.7 7.1  

M1.7a 7.1a columns 1-7  

M1.7b 7.1b columns 1-7  

M1.7c 7.1c columns 1-7  

COM Climate Hazards 

M2.0 2.1a  

M2.1 2.1c  

M2.2 2.1d  

M2.3 2.0  

M2.3a 2.0a Yes 

M2.3b -  

COM Adaptation 

M3.0 3.0  

M3.0a 3.0a columns 1 and 3 Yes 

M3.1 3.1 column 1  

M3.1a 3.1a column 1-2 and columns 4-6 Yes 

M3.1b -  

M3.2 3.2 Yes 
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Global Covenant of Mayors Questions Guidance 
 

COM Overview 
 
M0.1 If registering intent of compliance with the Compact of Mayors, please attach your 

letter. [Attachment function] 
 
To register their intent of compliance cities are required to attach a signed letter from their Mayor, or 
other senior representative of the city, providing a public commitment to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and adapt to climate change, and be fully compliant with the requirements of the Compact 
of Mayors within three years’ time.  
 
You may use the template text available to upload your intent of compliance. 
 
M0.2 Please give a general description and introduction to your city including your city’s 

boundary in the text box below. 
Copies from Q0.1 

 

Administrative boundary Description of city 

[LOV: City / Municipality; Local government area within a city / 
metropolitan area; Independent city; Special city; Federal 
district; Sovereign city-state; Metropolitan area; County; Other] 

[Text box] 

 

Identify the administrative boundary of your city by selecting the most appropriate response from the 

following list of values: 

 City / Municipality – a city, town, village or borough, etc. with some degree of general purpose 

self-governance.  

 Local government area within a city / metropolitan area – a sub-tier of local government 

responsible for local services not overseen by the executive governing body (e.g., the City of 

London local authority within the Greater London Authority).  

 Independent city – a city or town that does not form part of another local government entity (e.g., 

cities within U.S. States that are independent from county-level government such as Baltimore, 

Maryland or Carson City, Nevada; the German Kreisfreie Stadt or Stadtkreis such as Leipzig 

and München). 

 Special city – cities or districts with special administrative status as compared to other similar 

urban areas (e.g., Seoul, South Korea; Kiev, Ukraine; Hong Kong Special administrative 

region). 

 Federal district – a type of administrative division of a federation under the direct control of a 

federal government (e.g., Brasilia, Brazil; Washington, District of Columbia, USA; México, 

Distrito Federal, Mexico).  

 Sovereign city-state – a state consisting of a sovereign city and its dependencies (e.g., 

Singapore; Vatican City). 

 Metropolitan area – a region consisting of a densely populated urban core and its less-populated 

surrounding areas (e.g., an urban area closely linked economically and socially, such as a 

commuting catchment area). 

https://www.bbhub.io/mayors/sites/14/2016/02/Compact-of-Mayors-Letter-of-Intent.docx
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 County – a geographical region that forms a subnational or substate division of governance that 

may include a number of cities, town, villages, etc. (e.g., Northumberland, UK). 

 Other area 

 
You are also asked to give an introduction to your city. The information provided here will assist CDP 
in drawing upon distinctions, similarities, and comparative features between cities in terms of their 
community emissions as well as tools and successes in mitigating and adapting to climate change. 
Information that could be provided includes: 

 Location, boundaries, geographic characteristics, and natural features 

 Climatic characteristics  

 Demographic characteristics (size of residential and commuter population) 

 Features of the local and regional economy 

 Unique and attractive characteristics 

 Areas of global and/or economic competitiveness 

 Changes in urban form and urban growth over the short to medium term, and projected changes 
in the coming medium to long term 

 Institutional governance frameworks of the city, and relationship or jurisdictional matters to 
regional and national governments 

 
M0.3 Please provide details of your city’s current and projected population. 
 Copies from Q0.5 

 
Current population Current population year Projected population Projected 

population year 
[Numeric field] [LOV: 2010-2017] [Numeric field] [LOV: 2020; 2025; 

2030; 2035; 2040; 
2045; 2050] 

 
This question asks about your city’s current population size and how it is forecast to change in the 
future. 
 

Current population 
Give the current population, the number of residents within your city boundaries [as reported in question 
M0.2] as a whole number. 
Current population year 
From the list of values select the year in which the population figure was determined. 
Projected population 
State the projected population of your city as a number. 
Projected population year 
Select a year from the list of values in which the projected population figure is estimated to be reached. 
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M0.4 Please provide details of your city’s GDP. 
 Copies from Q0.6 

 
GDP GDP currency Year of GDP Source 

[Numeric field] [LOV: Appendix A] [LOV: 2010-2017] [Text box] 

 
A city’s gross domestic product (GDP) is defined by the OECD as a measure for “final goods and 
services produced by a … [city] during a period minus the value of imports”. 
 
GDP 
Provide the most current value available of your city’s gross domestic product in your native currency, 
or the currency used for calculation. 
Currency 
From the list of currencies provided, select the currency of the GDP value reported. 
Year of GDP 
From the list of values, select the year when the GDP value you are reporting was calculated. 
Source 
State by whom the GDP was calculated. E.g. was it calculated by your city government or did you 
employ a reference source? Please elaborate on which reference was used, if any.  
 
M0.5 Please provide the land area (in km2) of your city. [Numeric field]  
 Copies from Q0.7 

 
State the land area within your city boundaries as a one decimal figure in km2. Please provide the land 
area that is reflective of your emissions inventory boundary and the year of your reported emissions 
inventory.  
 
M0.6 Please provide information about your city’s Mayor in the table below: 
 Copies from Q0.3 

 
Leader title Leader name Current term 

start 
Current term end Total time in office 

(years) 
[Text box] [Text box] [LOV: 2010-

2017; Other] 
[LOV: 2017 -
2025; Other] 

[Numeric field] 

 
This is a table question which asks for details about your mayor and their time in office. The table 
provided has the following column headers: 
Leader title 
State the official title of your mayor. 
Leader name 
State the full name of your mayor. 
Current term start 
Choose a year from the list of values to indicate which year your Mayor began their current term. 
Current term end 
Choose a year from the list of values to indicate in which year your Mayor’s current term ends. The 
Mayor’s end of term is defined by the year when elections to select (or continue the current Mayor’s 
term) a new mayor are scheduled to occur. If there is no scheduled end of term for your Mayor, please 
select “Other” and indicate: “No scheduled end of term”.  
Total time in office (years) 

http://data.oecd.org/gdp/gross-domestic-product-gdp.htm
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Provide the total number of years that your city’s leader has been in office. 
 
M0.7 Please provide details of your city’s annual operating budget. 
 Copies from Q0.4 

 
Annual operating 
budget 

Currency Budget year start Budget year end 

[Numeric field] [LOV: Appendix A] [Drop down calendar: 
From] 

[Drop down calendar: 
To] 

 
This table question is to identify the amount of funding for your city’s annual operating budget and the 
time period allocated. The annual operating budget for a city sets out proposed appropriations for a 
fiscal year to enable the city to function, provide services, and meet financial requirements. The annual 
budget for a city is typically comprised of several parts including: the expense budget, which sets out 
proposed appropriations for operating expenditures for municipal services; the capital budget and 
program, which sets out proposed appropriations for capital projects; and the revenue budget, which 
sets out the estimated revenues and receipts of the local government. 
 
Annual operating budget 
State your annual operation budget figure as a number. 
Currency 
From the list of currencies provided, select the currency of the reported annual operating budget. 
Budget year start 
Select the starting date of your budget year. 
Budget year end 
Select the closing date of your budget year. 
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COM Emissions Inventory 
 
M1.0 Please state the dates of the accounting year or 12-month period for which you are 

reporting a GHG emissions inventory for your community. 
 Copies from Q C1.0 
 

[Drop down calendar: From] 
[Drop down calendar: To] 
 

The ORS provides a drop-down calendar for you to enter the dates requested. Entries must be for a 
12-month period.  If you do not have data for the entire 12-month period, please extrapolate to 12 
months.   
 
Requirement 
Reporting frequency 
For inventory updating / monitoring: A complete updated inventory shall be required every four years, 
and the inventory year may be no more than four years prior to the reporting year, i.e. in 2017 
inventories must be dated between 2013 and 2016. Over time, the Compact of Mayors would like 
cities to update their inventories on a more frequent / annual basis to improve monitoring and 
reporting of city-wide GHG emissions. 
 
Please note, for cities reporting their inventories using the GPC for the first time, they can use an 
inventory year as far back as six years prior to the reporting year. In this case, the city must highlight 
their inventory as being older than four years when submitting their information to the Compact of 
Mayors. Additionally, these cities will be required to update their inventories within 2 years of their 
initial report. This second inventory with the newer, updated inventory year must no more than four 
years prior to the reporting year. 1 
 
In between years when inventories are updated, ‘off-year reporting’, cities shall report a list of2: 

 Improvements made to the quality of their inventory, focusing both on data availability and data 
quality, and 

 Areas where outstanding data challenges exist. 
 
 

M1.1  Please indicate the category that best describes the boundary of your community GHG 
emissions inventory. [LOV: Administrative boundary of a local government; 
Combination of administrative divisions; A metropolitan area; Other] 

 Copies from Q C1.1 

 
In your answer, please choose from the list of values provided: 

 Administrative boundary of a local government  

 Combination of administrative divisions 

 A metropolitan area 

 Other 

                                                 
1 This option would not be available for cities that were a part of the GPC pilot. 
2 A template for off-year reporting will be made available in 2016. Submitted reports will be used to identify good practice regarding data 
quality and/or access to data, as well as issues common to a specific country or region, with the view to developing solutions where 
possible. 
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Administrative boundary of a local government refers to the area covered by the jurisdiction of a single 
local government, usually at the sub-city level (e.g. a borough of ward). 
 
Combination of administrative divisions refers to the area covered by the jurisdiction of multiple local 
governments, usually at the sub-city level. 
 
A metropolitan area, also referred to as metropolitan region or metro area, consists of a single large 
urban area or an agglomeration of urban areas, and usually comprises multiple local governments. 
 
Examples of approaches that might be used by your city other than its geopolitical boundary include 
metro-wide, county or regional GHG accounting. Circumstances where this might be undertaken 
include where your city’s geopolitical boundary is small relative to the total population, economic activity 
and land area that are symbiotic with a particular urban core or center.  
 
If you select ‘Other’, you will be given the opportunity to enter the relevant boundary in a text box.  
 
M1.2 Please give the name of the primary protocol, standard, or methodology you have used 

to calculate GHG emissions.   
Copies from Q C1.2 

 
 

 
Please select the methodology used to calculate your city’s GHG emissions inventory from the list of 
values. In the second column please provide more detail on the methodology used or whether you 
utilized a combination of protocols.  

 
Requirement 
To be compliant, cities must report their GHG emissions inventory following the methodology set out 
in the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories within 1 year of 
committing to the Compact.  

 
The GPC does not require specific methodologies to be used to produce emissions data; rather it 
specifies the principles and rules for compiling a city-wide GHG emissions inventory3. If you would 
like to give further explanation on the methodology used to measure your GHG emissions, you can 
do so in question C1.2 of the CDP Cities questionnaire.  
 
  

                                                 
3 http://ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/GHGP_GPC.pdf 

Primary protocol 

[LOV: Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories 
(GPC), (WRI, C40 and ICLEI); International Emissions Analysis Protocol (ICLEI); 
International Standard for Determining Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Cities (UNEP 
and World Bank); 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories; 
U.S. Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions (ICLEI); Greenhouse gas Inventory & Research Center of Korea (GIR); 
Other] 

http://ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/GHGP_GPC.pdf
http://ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/GHGP_GPC.pdf
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M1.3 Which gases are included in your emissions inventory? Tick all that apply.  
 Copies from Q C1.3 
 

   □ CO2       □ PFCs 
   □ CH4    □ SF6 
   □ N2O    □ NF3 
   □ HFCs  
 

Please tick the gases accounted for in your GHG emissions inventory. These gases are the 
main greenhouse gases defined by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC): carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), 
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), as well as 
nitrogen trifluoride (NF3). 
 

Requirements 
To be compliant, cities are asked to report their CO2 emissions within 1 year but are also required to 
report CH4 and N2O emissions by their third year of reporting. Cities are, however, strongly 
encouraged to report emissions of all three GHGs as soon as they are able to. Accounting of other 
gases (HFCs, PFCs, SF6 and NF3) is optional.  
 
 
M1.4  If not Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories 

(GPC), (WRI, C40 and ICLEI): Does your city commit to reporting a compact-compliant 
GPC inventory? [LOV: Yes; No] 

  
To register intent of compliance, cities must commit to reporting their emissions using the 
Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories (GPC) within a 
year of committing. Please select “Yes” if your city is planning to calculate its emissions 
according to the GPC within a 12 months period.  
 

Requirement 
Cities are required to report a community-wide GHG inventory using the GPC Standard within 1 year 
of committing to the Compact.  
 
 
M1.4a If yes: When does your city commit to reporting a compact-compliant GPC inventory? 

[Text box] 
 
 To register intent of compliance, cities must commit to reporting their emissions using the 

GPC within 12 months. Please give details, such as expected year, status and progress on 
when your city is planning to report a compact-compliant GPC inventory. 

 
Requirement 
Cities are required to report a community-wide GHG inventory using the GPC Standard within 1 year 
of committing to the Compact.  
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M1.5  If Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories (GPC), 
(WRI, C40 and ICLEI): Please provide a summary of emissions by sector and scope as 
defined in the Global Protocol for Community Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories 
(GPC), (WRI, C40 and ICLEI). Please complete the corresponding emissions for each 
row in the table below. 

 Copies from Q C1.9a 

 

Sector and scope (GPC reference number) Emissions 
(metric tonnes 
CO2e) 

Stationary Energy: energy use – Scope 1 (I.X.1) [Numeric field] 

Stationary Energy: energy use – Scope 2 (I.X.2) [Numeric field] 

Stationary Energy: energy use – Scope 3 (I.X.3) [Numeric field] 

Stationary Energy: energy generation supplied to the grid – Scope 1 (I.4.4) [Numeric field] 

Transportation – Scope 1 (II.X.1) [Numeric field] 

Transportation – Scope 2 (II.X.2) [Numeric field] 

Transportation – Scope 3 (II.X.3) [Numeric field] 

Waste: waste generated within the city boundary – Scope 1 (III.X.1) [Numeric field] 

Waste: waste generated within the city boundary – Scope 3 (III.X.2)  [Numeric field] 

Waste: waste generated outside the city boundary – Scope 1 (III.X.3) [Numeric field] 

Industrial Processes and Product Use – Scope 1 (IV) [Numeric field] 

Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use – Scope 1 (V) [Numeric field] 

TOTAL Scope 1 (Territorial emissions) [Numeric field] 

TOTAL BASIC emissions [Numeric field] 

TOTAL BASIC and BASIC+ emissions [Numeric field] 

 
Please use the table to disaggregate and report your emissions by sector and by scope. You will find 
the required data in the first table on the ‘Table B. Summary’ tab of your GPC reporting tool. 

  
Requirements 
To be compliant, cities must report their emissions for the following activities within 1 year: stationary 
energy (I.X.1, I.X.2), transportation (II.X.1, II.X.2) as defined by the GPC. Cities are required to report 
emissions from waste (III.X.1, III.X.2) within their third year of committing. Cities are, however, 
strongly encouraged to report emissions from all three sectors as soon as they are able to. Additional 
activities are optional: transboundary travel, industrial processes and product use (IPPU) and 
agriculture, forestry and land use (AFOLU). 
 

 Activities  Gases 

Within 1 year Stationary energy, inboundary travel CO2 

Within 3 years Stationary energy, inboundary travel, waste CO2, CH4, N2O 
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M1.5a If Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventories (GPC), 
(WRI, C40 and ICLEI): Please provide a breakdown of fuel use and emissions by 
subsector and scope as defined in the Global Protocol for Community-Scale 
Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventories (GPC), (WRI, C40 and ICLEI) and attach GHG 
emissions report [Attachment function]    

 
Cities must provide a detailed breakdown of fuel use and emissions by sector and scope including 
the notation keys for all sub-sectors, completed data quality assessment and description of 
methodologies used.  

 
Please click here to download the CIRIS GPC reporting tool (City Inventory Reporting and Information 
System) which you can use to enter your breakdown of fuel use and emissions by subsector and scope 
according to the requirements of the GPC. 
 
Attachment 
Save your completed report and attach it by clicking on ‘Choose file’, navigate to the file and click 
‘Open’. Once you can see the file name in the text field click ‘Attach & Save’ to attach the document. 
Please refer to the guidance included within the spreadsheet for advice on how to use it. If your city is 
using the ClearPath tool, you can use the ‘Add Row’ function in this table to add a second spreadsheet 
to the response. For more information on the ClearPath tool, please see below. 
Document title 
Please indicate the title of the attached document, making clear the differences in content if you have 
attached more than one document. 
 
ClearPath 
ClearPath is ICLEI’s online GHG inventory tool for local governments worldwide, made available to 
cities committed to the Compact of Mayors. Cities using the ClearPath tool can report their GPC 
inventories through the CDP platform by following the instructions below. 
 
In the ClearPath tool, please click on the ‘Reports’ tab to access your data summary reports and 
extract your inventory data in in .xls format. You will have the option of exporting your GPC inventory 
in various formats, identify the two formats detailed below and click on ‘export’ on the far right of the 
table in order to start the downloading process (see screenshot on the following page).  
 
Reports to extract: 

 ‘GPC overview’  

 ‘Detailed report’  
These two reports contain the data points that will be checked against the Compact of Mayors 
requirements. 
 
Once extracted, please save the two reports onto your computer and attach them to the CDP 
questionnaire. For guidance on how to attach the documents, please refer to the ‘Attachment’ section 
above. 

https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/506/original/CIRIS_Tool.zip?1484577833
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Requirements 
Emissions data: 

 Emission data needs to be reported by sub-sector and scope, and in metric tonnes of CO2e 
(carbon dioxide equivalents) as set out in the GPC Emissions Report table4. Reporting by 
individual GHG is recommended.  

 Within 1 year, cities must report emissions from stationary energy and inboundary travel and 
within 3 years they must also include emissions from waste. Cities are, however, strongly 
encouraged to report emissions from all three sectors as soon as they are able to. Additional 
activities are optional: transboundary travel, industrial processes and product use (IPPU) and 
agriculture, forestry and land use (AFOLU). 

 Notation keys may to be used to accommodate limitations in data availability and differences in 
emission sources between cities. The notation Key “NE”, not estimated, however, will not be 
accepted for any mandatory emission sources.  

 A short description of each methodology used needs to be provided, as well as reasons for using 
any notation keys. 

 A data quality assessment (for activity data and emissions factors) should be conducted. Where 
incomplete, a default value of “low” will be applied. 

Activity data  

 Within 2 years, the activity data underpinning the GHG inventory must be disclosed and reported. 

 
Please refer to the guidance in question M1.0 for information on the acceptable year range for the 
GPC inventory. 
 

  

                                                 
4 http://ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/GHGP_GPC.pdf (Chapter 4: Reporting Requirements, Table 4.3) 
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COM Emissions Reduction 
 
M1.6 Does your city have a climate change action plan for reducing GHG emissions?  

[LOV: Yes, No] 
Copies from Q7.0 

 
Please respond to indicate whether your city has a climate change action plan by selecting “yes” or 
“no” from the drop down menu.  
 
Further to incorporating sustainability goals into the city’s master plan, this question explores whether 
your city has created a separate action plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This could for 
example include a plan for the local public transportation to cut GHG emissions by modernizing the bus 
fleet to hybrid vehicles. If you wish to see an example of a climate change action plan please refer to 
London’s which can be found here.  
 
Requirements 
A climate action plan needs to be submitted within 3 years of committing to the Compact.  A climate 
action plan shows how a city will deliver on its commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. To 
be compliant, the climate action plan must have been completed or updated within 5 years of the 
reporting year and meet the key requirements listed in question M1.6b. 
 
M1.6a If yes: Please attach your city’s climate change action plan below. 
 Copies from Q7.0a 

 

Publication Title Year of publication Attach 

[Text box] [Numeric field] [Attachment function] 

 
If you have a climate action plan, please provide additional details about it in this question. Please 
indicate: 
Publication title  
State the official name of your city’s climate action plan. 
Year of publication  
Enter the year the plan was published as a numeric value. 
Attach 
Click on ‘Choose file’, navigate to the file you want to upload and click ‘Open’. Once you can see the 
file name in the text field click ‘Attach & Save’ to attach the document. 
 
M1.6b If yes: Please describe how your city’s climate change action plan addresses the 

following key areas, and provide details on the location of this evidence within your 
plan. 

 

Key requirement Proof statement Page number Publication title 

Political commitment to emissions 
reduction 

[Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Vision describing city’s overall 
ambition and clear objectives 

[Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Context of the action plan [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

https://www.london.gov.uk/file/21936/download?token=c4Vn7Or_
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Baseline GHG emissions figure [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Business as Usual GHG Emissions 
forecast 

[Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

GHG emissions reduction target [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Implementation of the action plan [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Monitoring of the action plan [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

 
Requirements  
To be compliant, cities must provide statements from within their climate change action plan that 
demonstrates each of the key requirements listed in the first column. Please copy and paste the 
relevant statements into the second column and indicate in which page in your city’s plan the 
statement can be found, as well as the title of the plan you are referring to. If your action plan is not in 
English, please make sure that the proof statements are translated to English. 
 
M1.7 Do you have a GHG emissions reduction target in place for your community? Tick all 

that apply. 
 Copies from Q7.1 

 
A GHG emissions reduction target is a commitment to reduce, or limit the increase of, GHG emissions 
or emissions intensity by a specified quantity, to be achieved by a future date. To respond to this 
question, please tick the box(es) to indicate the type(s) of city-wide emissions reduction target(s) your 
city currently has in place. Please note this question applies to community (city-wide) emission 
reduction targets only. For more information on the definitions of each target type, please see the 
descriptions below, and refer to the Mitigation Goal Standard, developed by the World Resources 
Institute (WRI). If your city does not have an emissions reduction target for city-wide emissions, please 
only select “No target”. 
 

 Base year emissions (absolute) target 
A base year emissions (absolute) target is a commitment to reduce or control the increase of 
emissions by a specified quantity relative to a base year. For example, a 25% reduction of absolute 
emissions from 1990 levels by 2020.  
 

 Base year intensity target 
A base year intensity target is a commitment to reduce a city’s emissions intensity (emissions per unit 
of another variable, typically GDP) by a specified quantity relative to a base year. For example, a 
40% reduction of emissions per GDP from 1990 levels by 2020.  
 

 Baseline scenario (business as usual) target 
A baseline scenario (business as usual) target is a commitment to reduce emissions by a specified 
quantity relative to a projected emissions baseline scenario, also referred to as a business as usual 
scenario. A baseline scenario is a reference case that represents future events or conditions most 
likely to occur in the absence of activities taken to meet the mitigation goal. For example, a 30% 
reduction from baseline scenario emissions in 2020.  
 

 No target 
If your city does not currently have any emissions targets in place, please only select “No target”.  
 

 

 

http://ghgprotocol.org/mitigation-goal-standard
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Requirements 

To be compliant, cities must report a city-wide target, covering the whole geographic boundary of the 

city, to reduce local GHG reductions within 2 years. 

 

All targets must identify: 

• Baseline year (year from which progress will be measured) and emissions (or emissions 

intensity) in the baseline year. 

• Target year (when the target will be achieved) and reduction to be achieved. 

 

M7.1a If “Base year emissions (absolute) target”: Please provide details of your city-wide 
emissions reduction target 

 Copies from Q7.1a 
 

Please provide the details of your city’s base year emissions (absolute) target in the table provided 
under the following headings: 
 
Sector 
Please select total emissions in order to report the emissions reduction target for your total city-wide 
emissions inventory. If you have sector breakdowns of your city-wide emissions reduction target, 
please add a row and select the relevant sector. 
 
Base year 
Please select the appropriate year from the drop down menu provided. Your base year (also known as 
the “representative year”) is the reference year from which your greenhouse gas reductions are 
measured. Please ensure the base year corresponds to the total emissions inventory if Total is 
selected in column 1. If you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your local government 
inventory, please provide the base year for that sector. 
 
Base year emissions (metric tonnes CO2e) 
Please enter the numerical value for the emissions in your base year, without commas. Your base 
emissions are the greenhouse gas emissions from your base year on which your target is based. 
Please ensure the base year emissions pertains to the total emissions inventory if Total is selected 
in column 1. If you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your city-wide emissions inventory, 
please provide the base year emissions for that sector. Please ensure that the base year emissions 
correspond with the base year reported in column 2. 
 
Percentage reduction target 
Please enter the numerical value of your percentage reduction target, without commas and without the 
percentage symbol (%). If your target is not currently expressed as a percentage, please convert it into 
this format (for example an absolute emissions reduction in metric tonnes CO2e can be converted into 
a percentage reduction relative to the base year). If this is not possible, please note your target 
reduction and other relevant detail in the Comment column for this question. 
 
Target year 
Please select the year by which you anticipate achieving your goal from the drop down menu.  You are 
able to select from all years from 2018 - 2050. Please note that the target year cannot be in the past. 
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Comment 
Please provide any other contextualizing information about your reduction target in the Comment 
column. If your target excludes certain sectors or geographies from your defined city inventory as 
reported in the Community Emissions section, please use this field to specify any exclusions. Please 
use sector names consistent with those used in your emissions inventory.  
 
 
M7.1b If “Base year intensity target”: Please provide details of your total city-wide base year 

intensity target. 
Copies from Q7.1b 

 
Please provide the details of your city’s base year intensity target in the table provided under the 
following headings: 
 
Sector 
Please select total emissions in order to report the emissions reduction target for your total city-wide 
emissions inventory. If you have sector breakdowns of your city-wide emissions reduction target, 
please add a row and select the relevant sector. 
 
Intensity unit (Emissions per) 
Please define the variable used in your city’s intensity target by selecting the relevant variable from the 
drop down options (either metric tonnes CO2e per capita, or metric tonnes CO2e per GDP). If your city 
uses a variable which is not listed, please select “Other” and define the variable in the box provided. 
Emissions intensity refers to emissions per unit of another variable, which is typically economic output, 
such as GDP, but may also be population, energy use, or a different variable.  
 
Base year 
Please select the appropriate year from the drop down menu provided. Your base year (also known as 
“representative year”) is the reference year from which your greenhouse gas reductions are measured. 
Please ensure the base year corresponds to the total emissions inventory if Total is selected in 
column 1. If you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your local government inventory, please 
provide the base year for that sector. 
 
Base year emissions (metric tonnes CO2e) 
Please enter the numerical value of your base year emissions, without commas. Your base year 
emissions are the greenhouse gas emissions from your base year on which your target is based. 
Please ensure the base year emissions corresponds to the total emissions inventory if Total is 
selected in column 1. If you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your city-wide emissions 
inventory, please provide the base year emissions for that sector. Please ensure that the base year 
emissions correspond with the base year reported in column 2. 
 
Percentage reduction target 
Please enter the numerical value of your percentage reduction target, without commas and without the 
percentage symbol (%). If your target is not currently expressed as a percentage, please convert it into 
this format (for example an emissions reduction in metric tonnes CO2e per intensity metric can be 
converted into a percentage reduction relative to the base year). If this is not possible, please note your 
target reduction and other relevant detail in the Comment column for this question. 
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Target year 
Please select the year by which you anticipate achieving your goal from the drop down menu.  You are 
able to select from all years from 2018 – 2050. Please note that the target year cannot be in the past. 
 
Comment 
Please provide any other contextualizing information about your reduction target in the Comment 
column. If your target excludes certain sectors or geographies from your defined city inventory as 
reported in the Community Emissions section, please use this field to specify any exclusions. Please 
use sector names consistent with those used in your emissions inventory. 
 
 
M7.1c If “Baseline scenario (business as usual) target”: Please provide details of your city-wide 

baseline scenario target, including projected business as usual emissions. 
 Copies from Q7.1c 

 
Please provide the details of your city’s baseline scenario (business as usual) target in the table 
provided under the following headings: 
 
Sector 
Please select total emissions in order to report the emissions reduction target for your total city-wide 
emissions inventory. If you have sector breakdowns of your city-wide emissions reduction target, 
please add a row and select the relevant sector. 
 
Base year 
Please select the appropriate year from the drop down menu provided. Your base year (also known as 
a “representative year”) is the reference year from which your greenhouse gas reductions are 
measured. Please ensure the base year corresponds to the total emissions inventory if Total is 
selected in column 1. If you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your local government 
inventory, please provide the baseline year for that sector. 
 
Base year emissions (metric tonnes CO2e) 
Please enter the numerical value of your base emissions, without commas. Your base emissions are 
the greenhouse gas emissions from your base year on which your target is based. Please ensure the 
base year emissions corresponds to the total emissions inventory if Total is selected in column 1. If 
you are reporting a target for a specific sector of your city-wide emissions inventory, please provide the 
base year emissions for that sector. Please ensure that the base year emissions correspond with 
the base year reported in column 2. 
 
Target year 
Please select the year by which you anticipate achieving your goal from the drop down menu.  You are 
able to select from all years from 2018 - 2050 Please note that the target year cannot be in the past. 
 
Estimated business as usual absolute emissions in target year (metric tonnes CO2e) 
Please indicate the estimated business as usual emissions figure in the target year (defined in column 
4). A baseline scenario is a reference case that represents the events or conditions most likely to occur 
in the absence of activities taken to meet a mitigation target. 
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Percentage reduction target from business as usual 
Please enter the percentage reduction relative to your city’s baseline scenario emissions (reported in 
column 5). This should not include commas or the percentage symbol (%).  
 
Comment 
Please provide any other contextualizing information about your reduction target in the Comment 
column. If your target excludes certain sectors or geographies from your defined city inventory as 
reported in the Community Emissions section, please use this field to specify any exclusions. Please 
use sector names consistent with those used in your emissions inventory. 
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COM Hazards 
 
M2.0 Please list the most significant climate hazards currently faced by your city and 

indicate the probability and consequence of these hazards. 
 Copies from Q2.1a 
 

This table question is to identify climate hazards that your city currently experiences, and the probability 
and anticipated consequence of their impact. Responses should be reported in the table provided using 
the drop down menus where appropriate, as detailed below:  
 
Current hazards 
Indicate the climate hazards that your city CURRENTLY experiences (i.e., without the effect of climate 
change). It is only necessary to select the most significant hazards that your city experiences; table 
rows can be added or deleted as needed. Please select the ‘most significant’ hazards as relevant to 
your city’s understanding of significance. 
Climate hazards can be selected from the following list of values: 

 Rain storm 

 Monsoon 

 Heavy snow 

 Hail 

 Severe wind 

 Tornado 

 Cyclone (Hurricane/Typhoon) 

 Extratropical storm 

 Tropical storm 

 Lightning / thunderstorm 

 Fog 

 Extreme winter conditions 

 Cold wave 

 Extreme cold days 

 Heat wave 

 Extreme hot days 

 Drought 

 Forest fire 

 Land fire 

 Flash/surface flood 

 River flood 

 Coastal flood; 

 Groundwater flood 

 Storm surge 

 Permanent inundation 

 Salt water intrusion 

 Ocean acidification 

 Atmospheric CO2 concentrations 

 Landslide 

 Avalanche 

 Rockfall 

 Subsidence 

 Water-borne disease 

 Vector-borne disease 

 Air-borne disease 

 Insect infestation
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Probability of hazard 
Indicate the likelihood of each climate hazard identified in the first column occurring within the next 

five years. If possible, this response should be based on the outcome of a risk or vulnerability 

assessment process. If your assessment process has not provided quantitative estimates of 

likelihood, please estimate using the qualitative descriptors provided below. Select the most 

appropriate response from the following list of values: 

 High – Extremely likely that the hazard will occur (e.g. greater than 1 in 2 change of occurrence 

over the next five years) 

 Medium high – Highly likely that the hazard will occur (e.g. between 1 in 2 and 1 in 20 chance 

of occurrence over the next five years) 

 Medium – Likely that the hazard will occur (e.g. between 1 in 20 and 1 in 200 chance of 

occurrence over the next five years) 

 Medium low – Somewhat likely that the hazard will occur (e.g. between 1 in 200 and 1 in 2,000 

chance of occurrence over the next five years) 

 Low – Not likely that the hazard will occur (e.g. between 1 in 2,000 and 1 in 20,000 chance of 

occurrence over the next five years) 

 Do not know 
 
Consequence of hazard 

Indicate the consequence of possible impacts of each climate hazard identified in the first column on 

your jurisdiction within the next five years. If possible, this response should be based on the outcome 

of a risk or vulnerability assessment process. If your assessment process has not provided quantitative 

estimates of level of impact, please estimate using the qualitative descriptors provided below. Select 

the most appropriate response from the following list of values: 

 High – The hazard represents the highest level of potential concern for your jurisdiction. You 

anticipate that should it occur, the hazard would result in extremely serious impacts to your 

city and catastrophic interruption to day-to-day life.  

 Medium high – The hazard represents a high level of potential concern for your jurisdiction. 

You anticipate that should it occur, the hazard would result in serious impacts to your 

jurisdiction and interruption to day-to-day life. 

 Medium - The hazard represents a medium level of potential concern for your jurisdiction. You 

anticipate that should it occur, the hazard would result in impacts to your jurisdiction, but that 

these would be moderately significant to day-to-day life. 

 Medium low – The hazard represents a lower level of potential concern for your jurisdiction. 

You anticipate that should it occur, the hazard would result in impacts to your jurisdiction, but 

that these would be less significant to day-to-day life. 

 Low - The hazard represents the lowest level of potential concern for your jurisdiction. You 

anticipate that should it occur, the hazard would result in impacts to your jurisdiction, but that 

these would be insignificant in day-to-day life. 

 Do not know 

 

Requirement 
Cities are required to report on both the current and future climate hazards that they face within 1 
year.  
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M2.1  Please identify how you expect climate change to affect the frequency and intensity of 
the hazards faced by your city and when you expect to experience those changes. 

 Copies from Q2.1c 

 
This table question is to assess how climate hazards are expected to change in the future due to the 

effects of climate change. Responses should be reported in the table provided using the drop down 

menus where appropriate. Please refer to the example in Box 2 for more detail. 

Your climate change risk or vulnerability assessment should provide guidance as to how climate 

change is likely to affect climate hazards. Other possible resources for reporting this information 

include national climate change projections or reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC)5. 

 

Future hazards 

Indicate the climate hazards that your jurisdiction expects to face IN THE FUTURE. It is only 

necessary to select the most significant hazards that your jurisdiction expects to experience in the 

future; table rows can be added or deleted as needed. [NB: please select the ‘most significant’ hazards 

as relevant to your jurisdiction’s understanding of significance.] 

 

Change in frequency 

Indicate the expected change in frequency of climate change hazards in your jurisdiction based on 

the following list of values: 

 Increasing – climate change will cause the hazard to occur more frequently in the future 

 Decreasing – climate change will cause the hazard to occur less frequently in the future 

 None – climate change will have no effect on the frequency of hazards 

 Do not know 

 

Change in intensity 

Indicate the expected change in intensity of climate change hazards in your jurisdiction based on the 

following list of values: 

 Increasing – future hazards will be more intense as a result of climate change 

 Decreasing – future hazards will be less intense as a result of climate change 

 None – climate change will have no effect on the intensity of hazards 

 Do not know 

 

Timescale 

Indicate the timescale at which changes to the frequency and intensity of climate change hazards are 

expected to occur based on the following list of values: 

 Current – if your jurisdiction is already experiencing the identified impact from climate change.  

 Short-term – if you anticipate your jurisdiction will experience the identified impact from climate 

change by 2025.  

 Medium-term – if you anticipate your jurisdiction will experience the identified impact from climate 

change between 2026 and 2050  

 Long-term – if you anticipate your jurisdiction will experience the identified impact from climate 

change after 2051. 

                                                 
5 IPCC. (2015) Fifth Assessment Report. [Online] Available from: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/. [Accessed: 16th November 2015]. 

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/
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Requirement 
Cities are required to report on both the current and future climate hazards that they face within 1 
year.  

 
 
M2.2 Please describe the magnitude of the impact of these hazards and identify three 

critical assets or services that may be most impacted. 
 Copies from Q2.1d 

 
Climate hazards 

This column will automatically pre-populate with your response from the Climate hazards column in 

M2.1. 

 
Magnitude of impact 

Indicate the magnitude to which each climate hazard identified in the first column is expected to affect 

your city overall by selecting one of the following values: 

 Extremely serious – you expect that the hazard may significantly affect the operation of a majority 

of critical assets and services across the city, and may result in the death or injury of a significant 

number of people and/or extreme economic disruption. 

 Serious – you expect that the hazard may significantly affect the operation of some critical assets 

and services, or moderately affect a majority of critical assets and services, and may result in the 

death or injury of a number of people and/or major economic disruption 

 Less serious – you expect that the hazard may moderately affect the operation of some critical 

assets and services, is unlikely to result in injury or death, but may cause moderate to insignificant 

economic disruption.  

 
Description of impact 

Provide a general description (in 250 words or less) of how each of the future climate hazards 

identified in the first column is expected to affect your city overall, including any interdependencies 

between various assets and services and any vulnerable populations that may be particularly affected. 
 
Asset or service  

In the three columns provided, indicate the three critical assets or services in your jurisdiction that will 

be MOST AFFECTED by the corresponding climate hazard in the first column based on the following 

list of values: [NB: Stakeholders have varied needs and priorities in relation to the risks of climate 

impacts. This question aims to capture an overview of your city’s overall assessment of the most 

critical city assets or services impacted by each climate hazard.]  

 Energy 

 Water Supply & Sanitation 

 Transport 

 Waste Management 

 Information & Communications Technology 

 Food & Agriculture 

 Environment 

 Industrial 
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Requirement 
Cities are required to report on both the current and future climate hazards that they face within 1 
year.  

 

 Commercial 

 Residential 

 Education 

 Public health 

 Community & Culture 

 Law & Order 

 Emergency Management 

 Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M2.3  Has a climate change risk or vulnerability assessment been undertaken for your local 

government area?  
 Copies from Q2.0 

 
Please respond to indicate whether your city has undertaken a climate change risk or vulnerability 
assessment by selecting the most relevant option from the drop down menu.  
 
The effects of climate change my pose a significant risk to your city’s future development. A climate 
change risk or vulnerability assessment is a qualitative or quantitative scientific estimation the risks 
from or vulnerability to climate change.  These assessments are most usually done within the context 
of a decision-making or planning process to address climate change impacts.  
 

Before developing an adaptation plan, it is important to understand how climate change is likely to 
affect your city - this is usually done by conducting a climate change risk or vulnerability assessment.  
A vulnerability assessment is the analysis of the expected impacts, risks and the adaptive capacity of 
your city to the effects of climate change. Assessing the vulnerability of your city encompasses more 
than simple measurement of the potential harm caused by events resulting from climate change: it 
also includes an assessment of the region or sector's ability to adapt, sometimes referred to as 
‘adaptive capacity’.  
In order to complete a vulnerability assessment, a city is likely to need to undertake the following 
steps: 

 Decide the purpose and scope of your risk of vulnerability assessment  

 Collect relevant data such as 
o Geographic and political information 
o Land-use and population demographics 
o Critical asset location, condition, connections and management 
o Current and historical climate information 

 
Understanding the current and future climate hazards faced by your city requires several steps: 

 Identifying the hazards to which your city is (or has historically been) exposed 

 Assessing the consequence and likelihood of the impact of these hazards on your city based 
on recent, expert-reviewed estimates where possible 

 Selecting climate change scenarios outlining possible future climate in the city 
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 Understanding how the frequency and intensity of climate hazards will change under these 
scenarios 

 
Understanding your city’s exposure and sensitivity to climate hazards, and your capacity to adapt, 
requires several steps: 

 Assessing previously identified current and future hazard exposure usually under two (or more) 
climate change scenarios 

 Identifying the city’s critical assets and the relationships between them 

 Identifying likely impacts from current and future hazards on the city’s critical assets 

 Identifying strengths and weaknesses of the city’s adaptive capacity 

 Assessing the vulnerability of the city, based on the combination of the possible impacts of 
climate change and the city’s adaptive capacity 

 
A high quality vulnerability assessment involves engagement with a broad range of stakeholders. It is 
important to recognize the diverse expertise that different stakeholders provide. It is particularly critical 
to acknowledge local community and traditional indigenous knowledge and to be aware of different 
perspectives and values. Broad engagement can result in identification of previously overlooked areas 
of vulnerability or in a more nuanced understanding of the root cause of vulnerabilities and hence 
better-targeted adaptation responses. 
 
Requirement 
To be compliant, cities must conduct a climate change risk and/or vulnerability assessment within two 
years of joining the Compact of Mayors. The climate change risk and/or vulnerability assessment must 
consider both current and future climate conditions. 
 
 
M2.3a  If yes: Please attach and provide details on your climate change risk or vulnerability 

assessment. Please provide details on the boundary of your assessment, and where 
this differs from your city’s boundary, please provide an explanation. 

 Copies from Q2.0a 

 
Publication title 
Please state the name of your climate change risk or vulnerability assessment. 
Year of publication 
Please state the year that your climate change risk or vulnerability assessment was published. 
Attach the document 
If a formal assessment of your city’s vulnerabilities to climate change has been done, please attach 
this document here. Click on ‘Choose file’, navigate to the file you want to upload and click ‘Open’. 
Once you can see the file name in the text field click ‘Attach’ to attach the document. 
Web link 
If you would like to provide a web link to your city’s climate change risk or vulnerability assessment in 
addition to attaching the document, please add the link here. 
Boundary of assessment relative to city boundary (reported in 0.1) 

Indicate the boundary of your city’s risk or vulnerability assessment relative to your city’s boundary 

(as reported in 0.1) by selecting the most applicable response from the following list of values:  

 Same – covers entire city and nothing else 

 Smaller – covers only part of the city 
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 Larger – covers the whole city and adjoining areas 

 Partial – covers part of the city and adjoining areas 
Explanation of boundary choice 
Please use this column to explain your choice in the previous column. For example, if your city’s risk 
assessment covers only part of the city, please use this column to describe which areas your 
assessment covers and the reason behind this. 
Primary author of assessment 

Indicate who was predominately responsible for carrying out the risk or vulnerability assessment for 

your jurisdiction by selecting the most applicable response from the following list of values: 

 Dedicated city team 

 Relevant city department 

 Consultant 

 International organization 

 Community group 

 Regional / state / provincial government 

 National / central government 

 Other 
 
M2.3b  If yes: Please describe how your city’s climate change risk or vulnerability 

assessment addresses the following key areas, and provide details on the location of 
this evidence within your assessment. 

 

Key requirements Proof 
statement 

Page number Publication title 

Assessment of impact of current hazards [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Assessment of impact of future hazards [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

 
Please copy and paste a statement providing evidence in English of these two key requirements 
from within your city’s climate change risk or vulnerability assessment. Please also provide the 
page number that this statement can be found on, and the title of the vulnerability assessment you 
are referring to. 
 
Requirement 

To be compliant, cities must conduct a climate change risk and/or vulnerability assessment within two 
years of joining the Compact of Mayors. The climate change risk and/or vulnerability assessment must 
consider both current and future climate conditions. 
 
Please provide a statement demonstrating evidence for each key requirement from within your 
vulnerability or risk assessment. Please also provide the page number that this statement can be 
found on, and the title of the vulnerability or risk assessment you are referring to. If your vulnerability 
or risk assessment is not in English, please make sure that the proof statements are translated to 
English. 
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COM Adaptation 
 
M3.0  Has the Mayor or local government committed to adapting to climate change across 

the geographical area of the city, town or settlement?  
Copies from Q3.0 

 
Please respond to indicate whether your city’s Mayor or leadership has made a public commitment to 
adapt the city to climate change.   
 
 
M3.0a  If yes: Please select the type of commitment and attach evidence. 
 Copies from Q3.0a 

 
This question allows you to provide more detailed information about the type of adaptation 
commitment your mayor or local government has made. Please select from the list of frameworks to 
identify the type of commitment, attach any relevant documents and provide more details on the 
specific commitments in the comments column. 
 
Type of commitment 
Select a commitment from the list of values: 

 Compact of Mayors; 

 Durban Adaptation Charter;  

 Mayors Adapt (EU);  

 Mexico City Pact;  

 UNISDR, Making Cities Resilient Campaign;  

 Individual City Commitment;  

 100 Resilient Cities 

 Resilient Communities for America 

 Other 

Attach 
Click on ‘Choose file’, navigate to the file you want to upload and click ‘Open’. Once you can see the 
file name in the text field click ‘Attach’ to attach the document. 
Comments 
Please add further comments on your commitment  
 
M3.1  Does your local government have a plan that addresses climate change adaption? 
 Column 1 copies from Q3.1  

 
Please respond to indicate whether your city has produced an adaptation plan, or incorporated 
adaptation within the context of another long-term plan or strategy by selecting “Yes”, “No”, “In 
progress”, “Not intending to undertake” or “Don’t know” from the drop down menu.  
 
A climate adaptation plan outlines the planned alterations to the city’s systems in response to actual 
or anticipated climate change.  It should cover the services and departments directly managed by the 

http://www.compactofmayors.org/
http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/development_planning_management/environmental_planning_climate_protection/Projects/Documents/DAC__Pamphlet.pdf
http://mayors-adapt.eu/
http://www.wmsc2010.org/the-mexico-city-pact/
http://www.unisdr.org/campaign/resilientcities/
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city government and may also consider the actions required by other stakeholders6. The aim of such 
a plan is to ensure that climate change risks are addressed in a preventive manner by putting in place 
a set of concrete measures to tackle those risks. If you wish to see an example of a climate 
adaptation plan, please refer to Copenhagen’s which can be found here. 
 
Requirement 

Cities must have a plan that considers climate change adaptation and that meets the key 

requirements listed in question M3.1b within 3 years of joining the Compact of Mayors. 

 

 
M3.1a  If yes: Please provide more information on your plan that addresses climate change 

adaptation and attach the document. Please provide details on the boundary of your 
plan, and where this differs from your city’s boundary, please provide an explanation. 

 Copies from Q3.1a 

   
If you have a climate adaptation plan, please provide additional details about it in this question. Some 
cities are still working on their climate adaptation plan, attaching it here will enable them to understand 
your approach better. Please fill in the table with the following information: 
 
Publication title  
State the official name of your plan that addresses climate change adaptation. 
Year of publication  
Enter the year the plan was published as a numeric value. 
Attach the document 
Click on ‘Choose file’, navigate to the file you want to upload and click ‘Open’. Once you can see the 
file name in the text field click ‘Attach & Save’ to attach the document. 
Web link 
If you would like to provide a web link to your city’s climate change risk or vulnerability assessment, 
in addition to attaching the document, please add the link here. 
Boundary of assessment relative to city boundary (reported in M0.2) 

Indicate the boundary of your city’s adaptation plan relative to your city’s boundary (as reported in 

M0.2) by selecting the most applicable response from the following list of values:  

 Same – covers entire city and nothing else 

 Smaller – covers only part of the city 

 Larger – covers the whole city and adjoining areas 

 Partial – covers part of the city and adjoining areas 
Explanation of boundary choice 
Please use this column to explain your choice in the previous column. For example, if your city’s risk 
assessment covers only part of the city, please use this column to describe which areas your 
assessment covers and the reason behind this. 
 

                                                 
6 Based on the glossary document of the IPCC 
IPCC, 2014: Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part B: Regional Aspects. Contribution of Working Group II to 
the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Barros, V.R., 
C.B. Field, D.J. Dokken, M.D. Mastrandrea, K.J. Mach, T.E. Bilir, M. Chatterjee,K.L. Ebi, Y.O. Estrada, R.C. Genova, B. Girma, E.S. 
Kissel, A.N. Levy, S. MacCracken, P.R. Mastrandrea, and L.L. White (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,United Kingdom 
and New York, NY, USA, pp. 688. 

 

http://en.klimatilpasning.dk/media/568851/copenhagen_adaption_plan.pdf
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Area under your city's control 

Indicate the boundary of control in respect to adaptation planning by selecting the most applicable 

response from the following list of values: 

 Financial boundary of city governance 

 Operational boundary of city governance 

 Administrative boundary of city governance 
 
Primary author of plan 

Indicate the primary author responsible for the primary planning document to address climate 

adaptation in your jurisdiction by selecting the most applicable response from the following list of 

values: 

 Dedicated city team 

 Relevant city department 

 Consultant 

 International organization 

 Community group 

 Regional / state / provincial government 

 National / central government 

 Other 
 
M3.1b  If yes: Please describe how your local government climate adaptation plan addresses 

the following key areas, and provide details on the location of this evidence within 
your plan. 

 

Key requirements Proof 
statement 

Page number Publication 
title 

Political commitment to adaptation [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Identification of adaptation actions [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Engagement of multiple city government agencies 
/ departments 

[Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

Process for regular review of the plan [Text box] [Numeric field] [Text box] 

 
Please copy and paste a statement providing evidence in English of these key requirements from 
within your city’s climate change adaptation plan. Please also provide the page number that this 
statement can be found on, and the title of the adaptation plan you are referring to. 
 
Requirements 
Please provide a statement demonstrating evidence for each key requirement from within your 
city’s climate adaptation plan. Please also provide the page number that this statement can be found 
on, and the title of the adaptation plan you are referring to. If your action plan is not in English, 
please make sure that the proof statements are translated to English. 
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M3.2  The Compact of Mayors requires cities to complete these additional questions on the 
climate hazards affecting your city and your city’s plans to adapt to these hazards. 
[Attachment function] 

 
Please follow the instructions to download the Compact of Mayor's reporting framework administered 
by CDP. Completing these questions will satisfy the reporting requirements for compliance with the 
Compact of Mayor's commitments. Please save a copy of this file on your local network. If you see 
pop-up messages, please enable macros and ignore links.  

 
You can complete the questions off-line; we recommend that you save your entries frequently to 
ensure your data is captured. When you have completed your responses, please up-load this file to 
this question by clicking “Chose file”, navigating to the file you want to upload and clicking ‘Open’. 
Once you can see the file name in the text field click ‘Attach’ to attach the document. 
 
Please see the following page for guidance on how to complete the CRAFT download. 
 
Requirements 
Cities reporting to the Global Covenant of Mayors are required to download, complete, and upload 
the separate CRAFT spreadsheet. 
 
  

https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/207/original/Compact_of_Mayors_Climate_Hazards_Reporting_Tool.zip?1450719339
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M3.2 CRAFT Download 
 

Module 1: Profile the City 

This module collects data on general city characteristics that influence resilience, and adaptation 

planning and implementation. The purpose of this information is to understand the context within 

which city adaptation planning and action is occurring. Reporting fields in this module relate to 

geographic, socio-economic and governance / city budget characteristics. 

Governance / city budget characteristics 

This section asks respondents to describe their jurisdiction through a set of questions relating to 

characteristics of governance and city budget. 

1.0 Please describe the administrative structure of your jurisdiction.  

This question asks for details about your jurisdiction’s administrative structure. 

Administrative structure 

Identify the type of administrative structure under which your jurisdiction operates. The available 

responses in the drop down menu include: 

 One-tiered – a jurisdiction with one level of local government, such as a unitary authority, 

responsible for all public administration functions within its jurisdictional area. 

 Multi-tiered – a jurisdiction with multiple interacting authority structures responsible for local 

governance. 

 Pluralized – non-hierarchical governance shared between state and non-state entities 

Description of administrative structure 

Provide further clarification about the answer you have provided in the previous question. Briefly 

describe (250 words or less) the administrative structure of your jurisdiction and the administrative 

area within its control. You can also provide more information about the regional context, 

relationships with surrounding jurisdictions or the next level of government. 

The purpose of this question is to understand your jurisdiction’s administrative structure, as this can 

influence local capacity to undertake climate adaptation planning, or can affect the issues and 

sectors that are the focus of your jurisdiction’s adaptation efforts.   

1.2 Please provide details of your jurisdiction's annual revenue sources.  

This table question is to identify the source(s) of your jurisdiction’s annual revenue and the 

percentage that each source contributes. Please add or delete table rows as needed for your 

entries. 

Revenue Sources 

Report the percentage of your jurisdiction’s total annual revenue contributed by each of the relevant 

revenue source. Please selecting the most applicable responses from the following list of values or 

select the ‘other’ value to provide further description of a relevant source not include in the list: 
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 National / central government – money provided, including aid or loans.  

 Regional / state / provincial government – money provided, including aid or loans. 

 Local taxes – financial charge or other levy collected by the local government, such as taxes on 

income, sales, property, etc. 

 Levies and fees – such as fees for the granting of permits, rents, concessions and royalties, or 

fines. 

 Operational revenues – such as service or user fees paid to enterprises owned by the local 

government (e.g. waste management services, telecoms services, energy providers). 

 Other 

This question addresses your jurisdiction’s budget and revenue sources, as these can be key 

determinants of the scale and types of adaptation actions that a local government is willing and able 

to undertake. 

 

Module 2: Understand the Problem 

This module contains reporting fields that allow the city to report on their vulnerability assessment 

process, climate risk and vulnerability faced now and in the future. It also explores the underlying 

factors within a city that can help or hinder adaptation. Reporting fields relate to climate risk or 

vulnerability assessment, climate hazards and impacts, climate change impacts and city adaptive 

capacity. 

Assessment 

This section asks respondents to describe the efforts of their jurisdiction to assess climate change 

risk or vulnerability.  

Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. by using 

statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for 

an extended period, typically decades or longer.  

A climate change risk and vulnerability assessment is used to determine the nature and extent of 

risks posed by climate change. This is done by analyzing potential future climate hazards and 

evaluating existing vulnerabilities to understand the seriousness of the potential impacts on people, 

assets, services, livelihoods and the environment.7  

There are a variety of available methods for cities to assess climate risk and vulnerability. The 

questions in this section are designed to be applicable for reporting regardless of the specific 

approach your jurisdiction may have taken; the questions are not intended to replace any 

methodology or dictate a formal assessment approach. 

                                                 
7 UNEP – UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME. (2013) PROVIA Guidance on Assessing 

Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation to Climate Change. Nairobi: UNON/Publishing Services Section. Available from: 

http://www.unep.org/provia/Portals/24128/PROVIA_ guidance _report.pdf. [Accessed: 20th November 2015]. 
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2.0 If applicable, please describe the scope of your jurisdiction’s climate risk or 
vulnerability assessment.  

Describe the content and detail of your jurisdiction’s climate risk or vulnerability assessment by 

indicating the extent to which climate hazards, critical assets and vulnerable populations have been 

identified and assessed. 

Please answer these questions for your most recent risk / vulnerability assessment, regardless of 

whether this is the first assessment your jurisdiction has carried out or if it builds on previous efforts. 

Question 0 provides the opportunity for you to describe your assessment process in more detail, 

including any previous efforts. 

Climate hazards identified / mapped 

Indicate the extent to which your assessment identified / mapped climate hazards by selecting the 

most applicable response from the following list of values: 

 City has not conducted a climate hazard assessment. 

 City has assessed the most frequent hazards (standalone) – for example a sea level rise 

assessment or a heat wave assessment. 

 City has conducted a multi-hazard assessment – city has considered the effect of multiple 

hazards on the city. 

 City has conducted a multi-hazard assessment that includes cascading hazards – city has 

considered the effect of multiple hazards on the city including how the occurrence of one may 

affect that of the other, such as a positive relationship between storms and flooding, in which 

increasing intensity or frequency of storm events may also increase the occurrence or magnitude 

of flooding. 

Climate hazards are dangerous climate-related physical events that may cause loss of life, injury, or 

other health impacts, as well as damage and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods, service 

provision, ecosystems, and environmental resources. 

Examples of types of hazards include: storms; extreme temperature (cold); extreme temperature 

(hot); water scarcity; wild fire; flood; sea level rise; wave action; chemical change (e.g. aquatic or 

atmospheric conditions);  mass movement; insects and microorganisms. 

Critical assets identified / mapped 

Indicate the extent to which your assessment identified / mapped critical assets by selecting the 

most applicable response from the following list of values: 

 City has not considered critical assets 

 City has considered some critical assets 

 City has considered all critical assets 

 City has considered all critical assets, including interdependencies (i.e. such as assessing how a 

failure in one asset may affect other assets such as damage to the electricity network affecting 

the transport system). 

Critical assets are assets, systems and services that are essential to the functioning of a society and 

economy. 
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Examples of critical assets include energy; water supply & sanitation; transport; waste management; 

information & communications technology; food & agriculture; environment; industrial; commercial; 

residential; education; public health; community & culture; law & order; and emergency management 

assets, systems and services. 

Vulnerable populations identified / mapped 

Indicate the extent to which your assessment identified / mapped vulnerable populations by 

selecting the most applicable response from the following list of values: 

 City has not considered vulnerable populations 

 City has considered some vulnerable populations 

 City has considered all vulnerable populations 

 City has considered all vulnerable populations, including interdependencies 

Vulnerable populations include individuals or groups of people who are less able than the general 

population to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impacts of disasters.  

Vulnerable populations may be described by race or ethnicity, culture, socio-economic status, 

geography, gender, disability, and age, or other characteristic, and may be disproportionally likely to 

be affected by climate hazards. 

This question is asked in order to understand the scope of what your jurisdiction’s climate change 

risk or vulnerability assessment has covered, and the level of detail and complexity of this coverage. 

Climate change adaptation is an iterative process; often, a city will undertake more complex analysis 

as it progresses through these iterations. A more simple analysis can be equally effective if it meets 

the needs of the decision-making purpose for which it will be used. 

2.1 If applicable, please describe the update / revision process for your jurisdiction's 
climate risk or vulnerability assessment.  

Indicate whether your jurisdiction has established an approach for updating / reviewing its climate 

risk or vulnerability assessment and describe the update / revision process, including the number of 

years between formal updates if applicable and the status of current updates / revisions. 

Formal schedule for update 

Indicate if your jurisdiction has established a schedule for updates or revisions to its climate risk or 

vulnerability assessment by selecting ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Do not know’ from the drop down menu. A 

formal schedule implies that updates or revisions to the assessment are completed at regular, 

predefined intervals of time. 

If yes, what is the time period for update (years) 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘Yes’ to report that your jurisdiction has a formal 

schedule for updates or revisions to its climate risk or vulnerability assessment. Indicate the number 

of years between updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s climate risk or vulnerability assessment. 

If no, or do not know, do you have an alternative update schedule or trigger? 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘No’ or ‘Do not know’ to the previous question 

regarding a formal schedule for updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s climate risk or vulnerability 
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assessment. If your jurisdiction follows some other approach for updates or revisions to its climate 

risk or vulnerability assessment, please provide a brief description (100 words or less) of this 

approach. Other approaches may include ad hoc updates based on the availability of new 

information, updates due to a major disaster event, or updates driven by political terms. 

Status of current update 

If applicable, indicate the status of updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s climate risk or 

vulnerability assessment by selecting one of the following values: 

 Completed 

 In progress 

 No 

 Not intending to undertake 

 Do not know 

Number of times previously updated 

If applicable, indicate the total number of times your jurisdiction’s climate risk or vulnerability 

assessment has been previously updated or revised. 

[NB: This question seeks to identify the number of times your jurisdiction has undertaken an update 

to its climate risk and vulnerability assessment, separate from an initial assessment. This may 

include partial updates to address individual risk areas, annual monitoring / progress reports, or a 

full comprehensive update. 

For example, you may have selected ‘In progress / incomplete’ above to report that your jurisdiction 

has begun to revise its climate risk or vulnerability assessment, and this current work represents an 

update to a previous, initial assessment. If no previous updates have been undertake n, excluding 

the initial assessment, please report ‘0’ in this field. 

As another example, you may have selected ‘In progress / incomplete’ above to report that your 

jurisdiction has begun the fourth annual revision to its climate risk or vulnerability assessment. In this 

case, you would report ‘3’ in the field for number of previous updates, as the number of updates 

excludes both the initial assessment and current work in progress.] 

The purpose of this question is to understand how your jurisdiction plans to update its risk or 

vulnerability assessment. As previously mentioned, climate adaptation is an iterative process. Our 

climate will continue to change indefinitely, and the risks faced by your jurisdiction will likewise 

continue to evolve. Therefore, it is useful to have an established process for regularly reviewing and 

revising your jurisdiction’s risk or vulnerability assessment. 

Box 1: Overview of steps in climate risk or vulnerability assessment 

What are the steps in a climate risk or vulnerability assessment? 

Before developing an adaptation plan, it is important to understand how climate 
change is likely to affect your city - this is usually done by conducting a climate change 
risk or vulnerability assessment.  

A vulnerability assessment is the analysis of the expected impacts, risks and the 
adaptive capacity of your city to the effects of climate change. Assessing the 
vulnerability of your city encompasses more than simple measurement of the potential 
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harm caused by events resulting from climate change: it also includes an assessment 
of the region or sector's ability to adapt, sometimes referred to as ‘adaptive capacity’.  

In order to complete a vulnerability assessment, a city is likely to need to 
undertake the following steps: 

 Decide the purpose and scope of your risk of vulnerability assessment  

 Collect relevant data such as 

o Geographic and political information 

o Land-use and population demographics 

o Critical asset location, condition, connections and management 

o Current and historical climate information 

Understanding the current and future climate hazards faced by your city requires 
several steps: 

 Identifying the hazards to which your city is (or has historically been) exposed 

 Assessing the consequence and likelihood of the impact of these hazards on your 
city based on recent, expert-reviewed estimates where possible 

 Selecting climate change scenarios outlining possible future climate in the city 

 Understanding how the frequency and intensity of climate hazards will change 
under these scenarios 

Understanding your city’s exposure and sensitivity to climate hazards, and your 
capacity to adapt, requires several steps: 

 Assessing previously identified current and future hazard exposure usually under 
two (or more) climate change scenarios 

 Identifying the city’s critical assets and the relationships between them 

 Identifying likely impacts from current and future hazards on the city’s critical 
assets 

 Identifying strengths and weaknesses of the city’s adaptive capacity 

 Assessing the vulnerability of the city, based on the combination of the possible 
impacts of climate change and the city’s adaptive capacity 

 

A high quality vulnerability assessment involves engagement with a broad range of 
stakeholders. It is important to recognize the diverse expertise that different 
stakeholders provide. It is particularly critical to acknowledge local community and 
traditional indigenous knowledge and to be aware of different perspectives and values. 
Broad engagement can result in identification of previously overlooked areas of 
vulnerability or in a more nuanced understanding of the root cause of vulnerabilities 
and hence better-targeted adaptation responses. 

 

Please reference the glossary for more explanation of key terms.  

 

Adaptive capacity 

This section asks respondents to describe how economic, social, environmental, and governance 

factors may influence their ability to adapt to climate change. It explores the broader context within 

which a jurisdiction is undertaking climate adaptation planning and implementation. 
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Adaptive capacity refers to the degree to which people, places, institutions and sectors are able to 

adapt to climate change impacts. It includes factors such as socio-economic and environment 

conditions, and local realities that enable a city or community to adjust its system in view of current 

and future risks. It may also include factors and conditions that leverage new climate conditions to 

become new opportunities.8 
 
2.2 Please identify the factors that most greatly affect your jurisdiction’s adaptive 
capacity, and describe how each factor either enhances or challenges this ability.  

This table question is to identify factors in your jurisdiction that either enhance or challenge its 

capacity to adapt to the impacts of future climate hazards. Responses should be reported in the 

table provided using the drop down menus where appropriate. Please refer to the example in Box 2 

for more detail. 

Factors that affect adaptive capacity 

Indicate the major factors that either enhance or challenge your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. 

Please provide one response per table row, or select the ‘other’ value to add a new factor not listed. 

Note that you can select the same factor more than once if that factor both enhances and 

challenges your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. For example, a jurisdiction experiencing rapid 

urbanization may benefit from increased economic growth and human capital; however, this trend 

may also experience significant pressure on infrastructure services that may increase the risk of 

day-to-day service interruptions, thus weakening the city’s resilience to shock events. 

Factors can be selected from the following list of values: 

 Access to basic services 

 Access to healthcare 

 Access to education 

 Cost of living 

 Housing 

 Poverty 

 Inequality 

 Unemployment 

 Public health 

 Political stability 

 Political engagement / transparency 

 Government capacity 

 Budgetary capacity 

 Migration 

 Safety and security 

 Economic health 

                                                 
8 UN HABITAT. (2014) Planning for Climate Change: A Strategic, Values-Based Approach for Urban Planners. 

Nairobi, Kenya: United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat). Available from: 

http://unhabitat.org/books/planning-for-climate-change-a-strategic-values-based-approach-for-urban-planners-cities-and-

climate-change-initiative/. [Accessed: 19 July 2015]. 
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 Economic diversity 

 Rapid urbanization 

 Resource availability 

 Environmental conditions 

 Infrastructure conditions / maintenance 

 Infrastructure capacity 

 Land use planning 

 Community engagement 

 Access to quality / relevant data 

 Other 

Enhance / challenge 

Indicate whether each of the factors identified in the first column enhances or challenges your 

jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. Factors that enhance your adaptive capacity will be those that make 

adaptation easier, those that challenge will make it more difficult to adapt effectively. For an example 

response, please refer to Box 2 below. 

Description 

Provide a brief description (in 250 words or less) of how each factor identified in the first column is 

enhancing or challenging your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. 

This question is useful for understanding how current conditions experienced by your jurisdiction can 

influence its climate adaptation efforts. This provides important information for developing a climate 

adaptation plan and climate adaptation actions that address underlying factors and anticipate the 

potential difficulties that these factors can pose. By identifying the factors that enhance adaptive 

capacity, your jurisdiction can develop adaptation plans and actions to maximize their benefits. 
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Box 2: Example of city reporting of factors that enhance / challenge adaptive capacity 

Example: Imagined factors enhancing or challenging the adaptive capacity of a 
tropical coastal city 

The theoretical city used for this example has spent the past decade investing in 
infrastructure upgrades and introducing policy measures to increase access to basic 
city services. While these actions were introduced primarily as an economic 
development effort, they have also enhanced the city’s ability to adapt to climate 
hazards by improving infrastructure resilience and reliability and increasing the 
availability of social safety nets. 

Conversely, government actions specifically for climate change are hindered by a lack 
of concern regarding the seriousness of the threat of climate change at a local and 
national level. Although the city has outlined a plan for climate adaptation and has 
begun to assess risks and vulnerabilities, local leadership has struggled to build the 
consensus needed to commit additional funds for dedicated staff and resources. 
National government funding is limited to post-disaster recovery and provides no 
resources for adaptation planning and action. 

Rapid urbanization due to rural-to-urban migration has created additional challenges 
for adaptation efforts. An unanticipated rate of recent population growth has led to a 
shortage in affordable housing, and has reduced the city’s capacity to provide social 
services. Public transit systems have become more congested, resulting in longer 
commute times, increased travel disruptions, and increased strain on infrastructure. 
Additional growth will require significant capital investment in energy and water 
infrastructure to expand service and capacity to meet new demand. 

 

Underlying 
factors 

Enhance / 
challenge 

Description  

Access to basic 
services 

Enhance Infrastructure improvements have increased the availability of reliable 
energy and water sources to the businesses and residents of our 
city. Modern technology allows us to identify and isolate leaks and 
outages, which improves our ability to cope with hazard events. 
Greater access to social services has increased the quality of life for 
many citizens, and this additional support has helped reduce the 
vulnerability of those most at risk to climate change impacts and 
hazards. 

Government 
capacity 

Challenge In response to limited resources to fund and undertake climate risk 
and vulnerability assessments, we have made targeted decisions to 
prioritize efforts in developing a climate adaptation plan and 
implement climate adaptation actions. The national government only 
provides resources for disaster recovery, which makes it difficult for 
our city to pursue adaptation efforts. We do not have adequate staff 
to develop an adaptation plan, and do not have the political support 
to implement policy measures that result in projects and programs. 

Rapid 
urbanization 

Challenge Rapid population growth has increased the number of disruptions to 
our city's public transportation system and has threatened our ability 
to provide housing and social support to our residents. If growth 
continues at this rate, our energy and water infrastructure will lack 
the capacity to meet additional demand. 
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Module 3: Plan, Respond and Monitor 

This module is focused on the climate adaptation planning process undertaken by cities, and the 

ways in which cities evaluate the outcomes of their adaptation efforts. Reporting fields relate to 

adaptation planning, adaptation goals and actions, and adaptation barriers and opportunities. 

Adaptation Planning 

This section asks respondents to describe the efforts to undertake climate adaptation planning and 

action. This section seeks to understand the progress a jurisdiction has taken to develop a climate 

adaptation plan, including the plan boundary, level of support by the local leadership for the planning 

process, process to review and update the plan, and stakeholder engagement efforts undertaken 

during the plan development and implementation. 

3.0 Please describe your progress in the adaptation process.  

Indicate the status of your jurisdiction’s adaptation planning efforts for each phase of the adaptation 

process by selecting the most appropriate level of progress achieved from the following list of 

values: 

 Completed – the particular phase of the climate adaptation planning process has been signed off 

and endorsed by leadership. 

 In progress – the particular phase of the climate adaptation planning process is currently in 

progress or is waiting on endorsement by leadership. 

 No – your jurisdiction has not yet begun to undertake the particular phase of the climate 

adaptation planning process. 

 Not intending to undertake – your jurisdiction does not intend to undertake the particular phase 

of the climate adaptation planning process. 

 Do not know 

Phases in the adaptation process: 

 Initiate climate adaptation effort – your jurisdiction has identified a vision and major goals, and 

begun to organize resources for adaptation planning. 

 Identify / organize stakeholders – relevant stakeholder groups, roles and responsibilities have 

been defined, and an engagement plan has been created. 

 Conduct climate vulnerability study – a hazard and vulnerability assessment has been 

conducted, and risks have been identified and prioritized. 

 Set goals – specific goals for adaptation action have been developed and prioritized. 

 Develop adaptation options – options for adaptation action have been identified and assessed. 

 Develop adaptation plan – plan to implement adaptation actions has been developed and 

implementation tools have been identified. 

 Implement adaptation plan – your jurisdiction has begun to implement actions from climate 

adaptation plan. 

 Measure progress – your jurisdiction has begun to track and monitor the progress of adaptation 

actions. 
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 Update plan – your jurisdiction has begun to update the adaptation plan based on the progress 

and success of adaptation actions. 

This question is useful for understanding the current progress of your jurisdiction in the climate 

adaptation planning process and for identifying next steps for adaptation efforts. While all 

jurisdictions face unique challenges, a shared roadmap for climate adaptation planning provides 

support for undertaking and reviewing the progress of adaptation activities. The planning process 

phases identified in CRAFT represent best practice principles that are based on existing city climate 

adaptation planning guidance and city adaptation plans, and have been verified by technical 

advisors and city government practitioners. 

3.1 Please describe the level of support for adaptation planning. 

Indicate the level of support from local leadership in your jurisdiction for adaptation planning and 

adaptation actions. 

Dedicated staff and resources 

Indicate if your jurisdiction has dedicated staff and provides resources specifically for adaptation 

planning and adaptation actions by selecting ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Do not know’ from the drop down menu. 

[NB: The ‘dedicated staff’ may be one person or a team of people with authority from the local 

government to work full-time or part-time on adaptation planning efforts.] 

If yes, what is the relationship between dedicated staff and local leadership? 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘Yes’ to report that your jurisdiction has dedicated 

staff and resources to address climate adaptation planning and action. Please select the most 

appropriate description of the relationship between dedicated staff and local leadership in your 

jurisdiction from the following list of values: 

 Directly report 

 Report one level removed 

 Report two levels removed 

 Report three or more levels removed 

If yes, please indicate the accessibility of the local leadership by the dedicated staff 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘Yes’ to report that your jurisdiction has dedicated 

staff and resources to address climate adaptation planning and action. Please, select the most 

appropriate description of the accessibility of the local leadership by the dedicated staff from the 

following list of values: 

 Regular, official contact 

 Regular, unofficial contact 

 Irregular, official contact 

 Irregular, unofficial contact 

This question is asked in order to understand the level of support provided by your jurisdiction’s 

leadership for adaptation planning efforts. Dedicated staff and resources for adaptation planning is 

one indicator of government support, but may not apply to certain jurisdictions. The relationship 
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between adaptation staff and local leadership, both formal and informal, can also indicate the 

degree to which adaptation efforts are supported. 

3.2 Please describe the update / revision process for your adaptation plan.  

Indicate whether your jurisdiction has established an approach for updating / reviewing its climate 

adaptation plan and describe the update / revision process, including the number of years between 

formal updates if applicable and the status of current updates / revisions. 

Formal schedule for update 

Indicate if your jurisdiction has established a schedule for updates or revisions to its adaptation plan 

by selecting ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Do not know’ from the drop down menu. A formal schedule implies that 

updates or revisions to the adaptation plan are completed at regular, predefined intervals of time. 

If yes, what is the time period for update (years) 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘Yes’ to report that your jurisdiction has a formal 

schedule for updates or revisions to its adaptation plan. If you responded ‘Yes’ in the previous field, 

indicate the number of years between updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s climate adaptation 

plan. 

If no, or do not know, do you have an alternative update schedule or trigger? 

This question only applies if you have selected ‘No’ or ‘Do not know’ to report that your jurisdiction 

does not have, or that you are not aware of, a formal schedule for updates or revisions to its 

adaptation plan. If your jurisdiction has not established a formal schedule, but follows some other 

approach for updates or revisions to its adaptation plan, please provide a brief description (250 

words or less) of this approach. Other approaches may include ad hoc updates based on the 

availability of new information, updates due to a major disaster event, or updates driven by political 

terms. 

Status of current update 

If applicable, indicate the status of updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s climate adaptation plan 

by selecting one of the following values: 

 Completed 

 In progress  

 No 

 Not intending to undertake 

 Do not know  

Number of times previously updated 

If applicable, indicate the number of times your jurisdiction’s climate adaptation plan has been 

previously updated or revised. 

[NB: This question seeks to identify the number of times your jurisdiction has undertaken an update 

to its climate adaptation plan, separate from an initial plan. This may include partial updates to 

address individual planning areas, or a full, comprehensive update. 
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For example, you may have selected ‘In progress / incomplete’ above to report that your jurisdiction 

has begun to revise its climate adaptation plan, and this current work represents an update to a 

previous, initial assessment. Please report ‘0’ for number of previous updates, excluding the initial 

assessment. 

Alternatively, for example, you may have selected ‘In progress / incomplete’ above to report that 

your jurisdiction has begun its fourth annual revision to its climate adaptation plan. Please report ‘3’ 

for number of previous updates, excluding the initial planning work.] 

The purpose of this question is to understand the process used by your jurisdiction to update its 

climate adaptation plan, and the number of updates or revisions that have previously been 

undertaken. Because the risks faced by your jurisdiction will constantly change and evolve, it is 

useful to have an established process for regularly reviewing and revising your climate adaptation 

plan.  

3.3 Please describe your progress in engaging stakeholders for adaptation planning.  

Indicate the status of stakeholder identification and engagement that your jurisdiction has 

undertaken as part of its climate adaptation planning efforts. Please select the most appropriate 

level of progress for each stage from the following list of values: 

 Completed – stakeholder engagement activities for adaptation planning have been signed off 

and endorsed by leadership. 

 In progress – stakeholder engagement activities for adaptation planning are currently in progress 

or are waiting on endorsement by leadership. 

 No – your jurisdiction has not embarked on effort to undertake stakeholder engagement for 

adaptation planning, or develop a stakeholder engagement plan. 

 Not intending to undertake – your jurisdiction does not intend to undertake stakeholder 

engagement for adaptation planning, or develop a stakeholder engagement plan, now or in the 

future. 

 Do not know 

Identification of stakeholders 

Identify the extent to which your jurisdiction has identified relevant stakeholder groups, and 

determined their roles and responsibilities in the climate adaptation planning process. 

Plan for stakeholder engagement 

Identify the extent to which your jurisdiction has prepared a stakeholder engagement plan to build 

and maintain support for climate adaptation planning. 

Implementation of stakeholder engagement plan 

Identify the extent to which your jurisdiction has implemented its stakeholder engagement plan and 

is using stakeholder feedback to help guide adaptation planning efforts. 

Stakeholder engagement is an important element in the climate adaptation planning process. 

Stakeholder engagement enables communication and the exchange of information to develop a 

better understanding of issues related to climate hazards, vulnerability and risk, and potential 
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adaptation solutions. It is necessary to build support for adaptation activities and can help to guide 

and inform adaptation goals and actions. This question can be used to help evaluate the extent to 

which your jurisdiction has identified and engaged stakeholder groups for adaptation planning. 

3.4 If you wish, please provide further details about your stakeholder engagement 
process, including any successes or outcomes.  

Provide a description (500 words or less) of your jurisdiction’s progress in undertaking stakeholder 

engagement activities. Indicate the primary method the jurisdiction has used to identify and engage 

stakeholders, as well as any key stages in which specific groups have been involved. Please 

describe any successes or outcomes from your engagement process, and note any remaining 

actions that have not yet been implemented. If your jurisdiction is taking initial steps in stakeholder 

engagement, please indicate any formal next steps or actions, and provide a description of the 

engagement process. 

This question can be used to help evaluate the progress of your jurisdiction’s stakeholder 

engagement activities. Because of the range of interests and contextual factors involved, the 

outcomes of specific engagement processes may vary considerably. The development of a plan for 

stakeholder identification and engagement enables jurisdictions to track the progress and outcomes 

of engagement actions based on their individual goals. 

 

Adaptation goals 

This section asks respondents to describe the main goals for their adaptation plan, as well as to 

describe what method, if any, the jurisdiction has in place to measure progress towards achieving 

these goals. This section also seeks to understand how a jurisdiction’s climate adaptation plan 

supports broader themes of city resilience by identifying the extent to which the adaptation plan also 

addresses underlying factors that may challenge the jurisdiction’s ability to adapt. 

3.5 Please describe the main goals of your jurisdiction's adaptation efforts and the 
metrics / KPIs (if applicable) for each goal.  

This table question is to identify the overarching goals for your jurisdiction’s adaptation efforts, and 

to understand if and how your jurisdiction plans to monitor and evaluate progress towards these 

goals. An example response has been provided in Box 3 below. 

[NB: This reporting section aims to identify your jurisdiction’s high-level goals for your adaptation 

efforts, overall. Some jurisdictions may refer to this high-level focus as ‘visions’, ‘priorities’, 

‘strategies’, ‘outcomes’, etc. These goals are typically broader in scope than adaptation actions, 

which are understood as discrete activities taken to achieve the goals.] 

Adaptation goals 

Briefly state (10 to 20 words) your jurisdiction’s main goals for climate adaptation. If possible, these 

goals should be time bounded, and able to be monitored and evaluated based on specific metrics or 

key performance indicators (KPIs). Please add or delete table rows as needed for your entries. 
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Goal timescale 

Indicate the intended timescale for initiating actions to achieve each of the adaptation goals listed by 

selecting one of the following values: 

 Current – goal is currently being pursued. 

 Short-term – goal expected to be achieved in the next 10 years. 

 Medium-term – goal expected to be achieved in the next 10-25 years. 

 Long-term – goal expected to be achieved in more than 25 years. 

Metrics / KPIs 

If applicable, briefly state (5 to 10 words) the metrics or KPIs that are being used to monitor and 

evaluate progress towards the goals identified in the first column. 

Reporting frequency 

If applicable, indicate the frequency that performance towards individual metrics or KPIs are being 

reported by selecting one of the following values: 

 Annual performance 

 Short-term (1-2 years) 

 Medium-term (3-5 years) 

 Long-term (6-10 years) 

 Horizon planning (10+ years) 

Source of goal 

If applicable, indicate if the adaptation goal set by your jurisdiction relates to an external source. 

Select the most appropriate description from the list, or select the ‘other’ value to provide further 

description of the source of the adaptation goal. 

 Local jurisdiction – the goal was developed solely by your local jurisdiction.  

 Higher level of government – the development of the goal was influenced by a higher level of 

government, such as county, state, regional, or national government. 

 International agreement – the development of the goal was influenced by a politically binding 

international agreement, such as a convention or charter.  

 Stakeholder partnership – the development of the goal was influenced by a stakeholder 

partnership, such as a collaborative network.  

 Other 

The purpose of this question is to identify your jurisdiction’s main adaptation goals and the 

processes used to evaluate their progress. Climate adaptation plans should include measurable 

goals and performance metrics to ensure that adaptation actions are achieving their desired 

outcomes. Regular assessment can help guide future updates or revisions to your jurisdiction’s 

climate adaptation plan by identifying which strategies have been the least or most effective in 

meeting adaptation goals. 
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Box 3: Example of city reporting of adaptation goals and the metrics / KPIs for each 

Example: Imagined overall goals for set for a tropical coastal city for its climate 
adaptation planning efforts 

The theoretical city used for this example faces climate hazards and climate change 
impacts that can potentially disrupt water and wastewater services. To adapt, the city 
has set a goal to improving the resilience of sewer and stormwater systems through 
infrastructure upgrades and improvements over the next five years. The city has also 
engaged in a partnership with other jurisdictions in the region to set a 15-year goal for 
reducing the depletion of groundwater in shared aquifers. 

 

Adaptation goals Goal 
timescale 

Metrics / KPIs Reporting 
frequency 

Source of goal 

Increase resilience of sewer 
and stormwater systems 

Current % of assets 
impacted by 1 in 
100 year rain 
event 

Annual Local jurisdiction 

Limit depletion of water 
resources 

Long-term % change in 
groundwater 
storage levels 

Horizon planning Higher level of 
government 

 

Adaptation actions 

This section asks respondents to describe the actions their jurisdiction is taking to adapt to climate 

hazards and impacts, as well as to describe what method, if any, the jurisdiction has in place to 

measure progress towards achieving these actions. This section also seeks to identify which 

actions, if any, that a jurisdiction has modified or allowed to lapse to support shared learning. 

3.6 Has your jurisdiction identified and assessed specific adaptation actions?  

Provide information on your jurisdiction’s progress in identifying and selecting specific actions for 

climate adaptation, and provide a description of the processes used for identification and selection. 

Adaptation actions identified 

Indicate your jurisdiction’s progress in identifying specific adaptation actions by selecting one of the 

following values: 

 First assessment - Completed 

 Reassessment - Completed 

 First assessment - In progress / incomplete 

 Reassessment - In progress / incomplete 

 Not started 

 Not intending to undertake 

 Do not know 

Description of identification process 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of the process that your jurisdiction used to identify 

adaptation actions (including a summary of historic and current efforts, if applicable). 
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Method of action selection / prioritization 

Indicate the primary method used to select or prioritize adaptation actions by selecting one of the 

following values: 

 Benefit-cost analysis – a systematic quantitative approach to decision-making based on 

estimating the net monetary value associated with an action (e.g. comparing benefits (strengths) 

with costs (weaknesses)). 

 Cost-effectiveness – an economic analysis that compares the relative costs and outcomes 

(effects) of two or more courses of action 

 Multiple-criteria decision analysis – approach that supports decision-making by structuring and 

solving decision and planning problems involving multiple criteria. 

 Stakeholder consensus decision-making – a group decision-making process in which affected 

parties (stakeholders) seek to reach agreement on a course of action to address an issue, or set 

of issues, in a mutually acceptable solution. 

 Experiment and observe – predictive assessment method in which the actor predicts the 

outcomes of actions, undertakes the action, and evaluates the outcomes for alignment to 

predictions. 

Description of action assessment 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of the methods used to assess adaptation actions. 

Include the primary method (such as the assessment methods listed above) and any other methods 

of assessment that were used. 

The purpose of this question is to understand the methods used by your jurisdiction to identify, 

select, and prioritize climate adaptation actions. The processes used for this can vary in complexity 

and approach. Selection and prioritization methods should reflect the specific needs and capacity of 

your jurisdiction, and should ensure that actions are contextually appropriate.  

3.7 How would you describe your progress in implementing your plan (for example, the 
extent to which your city has undertaken the actions set out in your plan)?  

Provide a description (500 words or less) of your jurisdiction’s progress in implementing its 

adaptation plan(s). Indicate the extent to which your jurisdiction has undertaken the adaptation 

actions identified, and the remaining actions that have not yet been implemented. If your jurisdiction 

is currently tracking the progress of adaptation actions, indicate the metrics or key performance 

indicators (KPIs) being evaluated and provide a description of the reporting process. 

The purpose of this question is to understand your jurisdiction’s progress in the implementation of a 

climate adaptation plan and adaptation actions. As previously mentioned, climate adaptation plans 

should include measurable goals and performance metrics to ensure that adaptation actions are 

achieving their desired outcomes. 

3.8 If applicable, please describe any changes made to the adaptation actions identified in 
your plan.  

This table question is to identify if any adaptation actions previously established by your jurisdiction 

have been changed, updated, or abandoned, and to understand the factors that contributed to this 

decision. Please add or delete table rows as needed for your entries. 
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Adaptation actions changed 

Briefly state (10 to 20 words) the adaptation actions established by your jurisdiction that have been 

changed (e.g. updated, re-targeted or re-positioned) or allowed to lapse. 

Description of changes or lessons learned 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of the changes made to the adaptation actions listed 

in the first column or lessons learned during development or implementation. Please include the 

factors that contributed to this decision, such as poor performance of difficulties with implementation. 

The purpose of this question is to understand, if applicable, why certain adaptation actions 

undertaken by your jurisdiction were not effective. This information can be used to improve the 

success of adaptation planning by providing greater insights into the factors that have limited the 

success of certain adaptation actions. 

3.9 Please describe how much your adaptation actions will address the underlying factors 
that challenge your jurisdiction's ability to adapt.  

This table question is to understand how much / to what extent your adaptation planning efforts aim 

to address the underlying factors that challenge your capacity to adapt. This question aims to take a 

broader view of how adaptation efforts also support broader city issues (e.g. city resilience).  

These factors and their effects may have been identified through formal assessment, or informal 

methods. Please apply your best estimate to the following questions. An example response has 

been provided in Box 4 below. 

Underlying factors 

Indicate the underlying factors that CHALLENGE your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity (i.e. the 

factors identified as a ‘challenge’ in Question 2.2). You are not required to provide a response for 

each of the factors identified in Question 2.2. However, if possible please describe why certain 

factors were not addressed. You can also identify additional factors that challenge your city by 

adding table rows as needed. 

Extent addressed 

Indicate the extent to which your jurisdiction’s adaptation planning addresses each of the factors 

identified by selecting one of the following values: 

 Fully – factor should not pose a challenge to the adaptive capacity of your jurisdiction through 

implementation of the adaptation actions. 

 Somewhat – factor should pose less of a challenge to your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. 

 Not at all – factor will still pose a challenge to your jurisdiction’s adaptive capacity. 

 Do not know 

Description of approach 

Briefly describe (100 words or less) the approach used to address the factors identified in the first 

column that challenge your jurisdiction’s ability to adapt. It is not necessary to list specific goals or 

actions, but do indicate if specific goals or actions that address the factor identified have been 

established. 
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This question is useful for understanding how your jurisdiction’s adaptation goals address the 

underlying factors reported in Module 2 that challenge adaptive capacity. This information can be 

help guide future revisions or updates to your jurisdiction’s climate adaptation plan by identifying 

factors that have not yet been addressed or still pose a challenge. 

Box 4: Example of city reporting of underlying factors addressed by adaption planning 

Example: Imagined underlying factors addressed by adaptation planning in a 
tropical coastal city 

The theoretical city used for this example experiences frequent surface and river 
flooding during heavy rain storms due to a large area of impervious surface cover and 
an outdated storm sewer system. In addition, while infrequent, coastal flooding can 
also occur when heavy rain combines with high tides. 

As part of their climate adaptation planning efforts, the city has established a set of 
goals including to increase the resilience of sewer and stormwater systems and to limit 
depletion of water resources.  

To achieve these goals, the city is currently implementing actions to engage local 
universities to enhance the robustness of climate risk models to identify future impacts 
of climate change on storms and rainfall events, combined with future development 
plans and population growth. The city is also working across government departments 
to the city install green infrastructure throughout the city, capturing a range of 
economic, social and environmental co-benefits.   

As described previously, the imagined city used in this example experiences 
challenges of urban stresses in day-to-day city life. The local government has limited 
available resources to undertake climate risk and vulnerability assessments and 
implementation efforts. In addition, recent rapid urbanization has created overall 
capacity pressures on city infrastructure and services, especially on drainage and 
storm and sanitary sewer systems resulting from increased users, development and 
loss of natural hydrological systems. 

The actions, while taken as part of the city’s climate adaptation planning efforts, also 
help to directly address these challenges and enhance the city’s overall resilience to 
shocks and stresses. 

 

Underlying 
factors 

Extent addressed Description of approach 

Government 
capacity 

Fully The city is working with local universities to undertake and 
expand its climate risk and vulnerability assessments. This 
initiative generates detailed data that the city can use to inform 
planning efforts while leveraging the expertise and research 
facilities of the local universities and enhancing stakeholder 
engagement efforts to increase expert input to climate 
adaptation efforts. 

Rapid 
urbanization 

Somewhat By expanding the city’s green infrastructure systems in 
coordination with upgrading the city’s storm and sanitary sewers 
and wastewater treatment facilities, the city is putting in place 
infrastructure that will be able to effectively and safely meet the 
city’s current needs as well as accommodate growth population 
projected over the next 50 years.  
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Barriers and opportunities 

This section asks respondents to identify additional benefits or improvements that have arisen from 

their adaptation planning efforts, as well as any barriers the jurisdiction may have experienced and 

solutions taken to overcome these challenges. This section also aims to identify any additional 

support jurisdictions may seek to support their climate adaption efforts. 

3.10 Please identify and describe any additional benefits or improvements resulting from 
adaptation planning and / or adaptation actions (in addition to the reduction of climate 
risks).  

This table question is to identify any additional benefits or improvements that your jurisdiction has 

experienced that have resulted from adaptation planning and / or the implementation of adaptation 

actions. This does not include benefits directly associated to the reduction of climate risks. Please 

add or delete table rows as needed for your entries. 

Additional benefits or improvements 

Adaptation to climate risks or vulnerabilities may present opportunities for your local jurisdiction. 

Describe any benefits or improvements your jurisdiction has encountered in implementing your 

adaptation planning and / or adaptation actions. Benefits or improvements may be direct or indirect 

outcomes or co-benefits that originate within or outside your local jurisdiction, may be permanent or 

temporary, and may encourage, accelerate, enhance or focus implementation of climate adaptation 

action. Use the drop down list to select as many types of benefits or improvements that may apply to 

describe the day-to-day experience of your jurisdiction; you will have opportunity to describe specific 

examples in the next data field. 

 Political and Leadership – benefits or improvements that relate to effective leadership and 

management, and that promote inclusive and constructive governance between key leaders and 

the broader business and civil society. 

 Institutional, Regulatory and Legislative – benefits or improvements that relate to the methods 

used to develop and enforce policies and laws, including enhanced coordination of climate 

action across government and other key stakeholders. 

 Resources and Funding – benefits or improvements related to a jurisdiction’s ability to secure 

funding for climate action, or to access appropriate staff and expertise to establish and 

implement climate action. 

 Information and Knowledge – benefits or improvements that relate to a jurisdiction’s ability to 

access the information and knowledge required to make effective decisions about climate action. 

 Social and Cultural – benefits or improvements that relate to the accepted norms, practices and 

behaviors of a jurisdiction’s institutions, businesses and citizens that may enhance the 

effectiveness of climate action. 

 Technology and Infrastructure – benefits or improvements that relate to the availability and 

compatibility of appropriate functional or proven technologies or infrastructures required to 

deliver climate action. 

 Physical Environment – benefits or improvements that relate to a jurisdiction’s physical 

environment (natural and manmade) and that enhance the viability of climate actions, including 

land use planning. 
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Additional benefits or improvements 

Briefly state (10 to 20 words) the major benefits or improvements that your jurisdiction has 

experienced because of adaptation planning and / or actions. 

Description of benefits or improvements 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of each of the benefits or improvements identified in 

the first column. 

This question is meant to help articulate the co-benefits achieved through your jurisdiction’s 

adaptation planning processes. 

3.11 Please identify and describe any barriers your jurisdiction has encountered in 
implementing your adaptation planning and / or adaptation actions, and any solutions or 
interventions taken to overcome those barriers.  

This table question is to identify any barriers that your jurisdiction has encountered in the adaptation 

planning process or in implementing adaptation actions, and any solutions your jurisdiction has 

identified or undertaken to overcome those barriers. Please add or delete table rows as needed for 

your entries. 

Barriers to adaptation 

Describe any barriers your jurisdiction has encountered in implementing your adaptation planning 

and / or adaptation actions. Barriers (also called obstacles or challenges) may be permanent or 

temporary, originate within or outside your local jurisdiction, and may prevent, delay, limit or divert 

implementation of climate adaptation actions. Use the drop down list to select as many types of 

barriers that may apply to describe the day-to-day experience of your jurisdiction; you will have 

opportunity to describe specific examples of barriers in the next data field. 

 Political and Leadership – challenges that relate to prevailing political ideologies or priorities, 

forms of governance, or the strength of leadership provided by key actors. 

 Institutional, Regulatory and Legislative – challenges that result from conflicting interests 

between government agencies, or policies and legislation, including difficulties coordinating 

climate action across government agencies and organizations. 

 Resources and Funding – challenges that relate to a jurisdiction’s ability to secure funding for 

climate action or to access appropriate staff and expertise to establish and implement climate 

actions. 

 Information and Knowledge – challenges that relate to a jurisdiction’s ability to access the 

information and knowledge required to make effective decisions about climate action. 

 Social and Cultural – challenges that relate to the accepted norms, practices and behaviors of a 

jurisdiction’s institutions, businesses and citizens that may detract from the effectiveness of 

climate action. 

 Technology and Infrastructure – challenges that relate to the availability and compatibility of 

appropriate functional or proven technologies or infrastructures required to deliver climate action. 

 Physical Environment – challenges that relate to a jurisdiction’s physical environment (natural 

and manmade) and that enhance the viability of climate actions, including land use planning. 
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[NB: For further information on research relating to barriers or challenges to climate adaptation 

planning and implementation, please refer to the C40 and Arup report ‘Potential for Climate Action’, 

available online from www.c40.com and www.arup.com.] 

Description of barriers to adaptation 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of the barriers identified in the first column. Describe 

how these barriers have affected adaptation planning and implementation in your jurisdiction. 

Description of how barrier was overcome 

Provide a brief description (250 words or less) of how your jurisdiction was able to overcome the 

barriers identified in the first column. Describe how solutions were identified and undertaken, and 

how successful each solution was in overcoming the associated adaptation barrier. 

This question is meant to help identify and assess the main barriers to climate adaptation faced by 

your jurisdiction, and the strategies used to overcome these barriers. 

3.12 Please describe any additional resources that could help your jurisdiction’s 
adaptation efforts.  

This question is to provide space for listing any additional needs or resources that could help your 

jurisdiction with adaptation planning and/or implementation efforts. Provide a brief description of one 

type or category of resource needs within per row: this could include additional resources of any 

type, greater public awareness, etc. Please add or delete table rows as needed for your entries. 

This question is meant to help identify adaptation needs in your jurisdiction that are not currently 

being addressed, which can be used to support advocacy for additional adaptation planning 

resources. 
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Resources 
 

Global Covenant of Mayors requirements 
Definition of Compliance: Details on the Compact of Mayors compliance requirements and how to 
earn each badge. 
E-learning platform: eLearning Modules and Training Resource. 
Global Covenant of Mayors module - questions - CDP 
Full questionnaire – guidance document - CDP 
Compact of Mayors website 
Global Covenant of Mayors page 
Letter of intent template : Template letter to share your City’s commitment to the Compact of 
Mayors. 
 
 Year 1 requirements 
GPC 
GPC manual 
GPC executive summary 
Download the C40 offline reporting tool: Excel-based tool to compile an inventory in the format of the 
GPC. 
2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 
 
CRAFT (Climate Risk and Adaptation Framework and Taxonomy) 

CRAFT questions: Download the CRAFT questions required on question M3.2. 

CRAFT brochure 
 
 Year 2 requirements 
Setting a city-wide reduction target 
Mitigation Goal Standard - World Resources Institute 
E-learning platform: eLearning modules and training resource. 
 
Risk or vulnerability assessment 
E-learning platform: eLearning modules and training resource. 
 
 Year 3 requirements 
Action & adaptation plans 
E-learning platform: eLearning modules and training resource. 
 
 Reporting 
CDP’s Open Data portal: The data portal contains cities’ publicly reported data through CDP. 
Cities Analytics benchmarking tool: You can access this resource through your CDP account. 
Individual cities responses: You can access this resource through your CDP account. 
 

https://data.bloomberglp.com/mayors/sites/14/2015/06/Compact-of-Mayors_Definition-of-compliance-082415.pdf
https://compactofmayors.course.tc/account/login
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/013/original/2017_CDP_Cities_Compact_of_Mayors_Information_Request.pdf?1483440533
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/507/original/CDP-Cities-Guidance-2017.pdf?1484751625
https://www.compactofmayors.org/
https://www.compactofmayors.org/globalcovenantofmayors/
https://www.bbhub.io/mayors/sites/14/2016/02/Compact-of-Mayors-Letter-of-Intent.docx
http://ghgprotocol.org/files/ghgp/GHGP_GPC.pdf
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjAmuXH8vDOAhXKthQKHXwrAa4QFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ghgprotocol.org%2Ffiles%2Fghgp%2FGPC_Executive_Summary.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFe8VnhNHOvBhtN65CYEK9NOpiMaQ&sig2=AQRQBuA-FwU8jYtodpQWKw&bvm=bv.131669213,d.bGg
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/186/original/GPC_Reporting_Tool_V1_9_ENG.zip?1457356133
http://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/2006gl/
https://b8f65cb373b1b7b15feb-c70d8ead6ced550b4d987d7c03fcdd1d.ssl.cf3.rackcdn.com/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/207/original/CRAFT_Questionnaire_CDP_v2.zip?1458127571
https://www.bbhub.io/mayors/sites/14/2016/01/CRAFT-2-page-brochure.pdf
http://ghgprotocol.org/mitigation-goal-standard
https://compactofmayors.course.tc/account/login
https://compactofmayors.course.tc/account/login
https://compactofmayors.course.tc/account/login
https://data.cdp.net/browse?tags=cities
https://www.cdp.net/en/users/sign_in
https://www.cdp.net/en/users/sign_in

